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Purple bikes offer public
p. 2

Take Back the Night
Speak-OSunday, p.9
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Council gives
president vote
on Senate
News Assistant
The Student Council met to
discuss three important issues.

Passing with eight votes was
the proposal that the Student
Council President be allowed a full
vote in Campus Senate matters
rather than just a voice, as the existing policy legislates.
As the Student Council chairpersons for Academic Affairs and
Student Life already hold additional votes within the Senate,
see COUNCIL, page two
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"If denial is an indicator of alcoholism, does the Kenyon community as a whole suffer from alcoholism?" asked Dean of Students
Donald J. Omahan at a meeting organized last Tuesday night by
ADEPT (Alcohol and Drug Education and Prevention Team) and the
Community Coalition to discuss alcohol issues surrounding Summer
Send-Oand other social events
funded by Kenyon College.
The meeting, called last week
by the student action group ADEPT
yet attended largely by campus administrators and members of the
local community, posed several
questions concerning alcohol and
the consequences of its abuse at college functions,. especially those
functions intended to be alcohol-fre- e
alternatives to conventional festive collegiate affairs.
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Friday: Mostly sunny and
warmer, high around 70.
Saturday: Fair, high 70 to
75.
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Sexual misconduct policies address consent, alcohol and sanctions for convicted
meeting every week and dissecting every part of the old policy,"
she said.

BY GRANT SCHULERT

After eight months of discussion, Kenyon's Campus Senate has
released a draft of their "policies,
rules and regulations" concerning
sexual misconduct. The proposal
will be formally discussed Monday night at 10 at an open community forum held in Gund Commons.
According to Elisabeth Hire
'00, Senior Class Senate Representative and member of the
studying the policy, Senate
is "very pleased" with the proposal. "This is eight months of
sub-committ-

ee

The proposal addresses

a

number of highly controversial issues which have been advocated,
discussed and dismissed over the
last year, including definitions of
consent, the role of alcohol and the
severity of punishment for convicted offenders.
One of the strengths of this
proposal, according to Hire, is it

'Like Phling, Summer
Send-Of- f
was also
designed to be an
alcohol-fre- e
event.
Why is it now defined
by abandoning all
caution?'
Dean of Students
Donald Omahan

contains "a really specific definition of consent," and she hopes it
"will encourage more communication in sexual relations in general."
The policy calls for strict affirmative verbal consent, which is
"when a student clearly indicates
by spoken words her or his willingness to engage in a particular
form of sexual relations." It also

stresses that "verbal consent
should be explicitly sought and
explicitly granted" and "silence on

the part of one or both parties is
not consent."
The proposal also includes a
section discussing the role of alcohol and other drugs, as they relate to verbal consent. It states first
that for the accused "the use of alcohol or drugs does not minimize
your responsibility for sexual assault. In particular, it does not mitigate or nullify a charge of sexual
assault."
see POLICY, page three
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'Collective Denial' of
alcohol abuse at Sendoff
News Assistant
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Editor in Chief
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Mens Lacrosse still
undefeated, p. 16

opens tomorrow, p. 10
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133 faculty speak out
against harrassment, p. 7
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A hint

Eddy Eckart

of spring and an undefeated,

mens lacrosse team combine for early evening
to clinch at least a piece of the conference title.

nationally-ranke- d

enjoyment. The Lords beat Wittenberg

13--
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Polychronopoulos wins Student Life.
for President
Crowell, Foy run-off

"Like Phling, Summer Send-Owas also designed to be an
ohol-free
event;" said Omahan,
"why is it now defined by abandoning all caution? We're at the threshbehavior
old of
... students who continue putting
themselves and others in danger will'
force us to make some hard deci-se- e
SEND-OFpage three
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Sunday: Chance of showers,
high around 70.

Monday: Chance of show- ers, high in the mid 60s.

BY

GRANT SCHULERT
Editor in Chief

plurality of the vote in races for
and Chair of
Senate
Housing and Grounds, respectively.
In the five way race to replace
Mike Lewis '00 as Student Council President, Crowell with 31
percent and Foy with 19.5 percent
this weekend.
will face a run-oFoy narrowly edged out Emily
Somerset '01 with 19 percent of
the vote and Torrey Androwski
'02 with 18 percent. Michael
DiMuzio '01 trailed with five percent of the vote. Eight percent chose
to abstain.
Polychronopoulos will replace
Aaron Hamilton '01 as Vice Presi
Co-Cha- ir

George Polychronopoulos '01
has been elected Vice President of
Student Life and Ruth Crowell '02
and Elizabeth Foy '01 will run-ofor Student Council President, after students voted in the first round
of government elections last weekend.
s,
Of the 1255 eligible
38
juniors,
and
sophomores
percent voted in the web based
poll. Those who did vote were apparently displeased with some of
the choices the choices, with "abstain" receiving a majority and
ff

first-year-

ff

dent for Student Life. He received
46 percent of the vote, defeating
Elle Erickson '02, who received
37 percent of the vote. Seventeen
percent of
Replacing Jeremy Suhr '02 as
Chairof Student Lecturships, Chris
Van Nostrand '02 narrowly
garnering 41
avoided a run-of- f,
percent of the vote. Julia Hook '01
trailed with 34 percent of the vote,
and 25 percent chose to abstain.
Justin Jones '01 won
as Chairof Security and Safety,
receiving 46.5 percent of the vote.
Eamon Schamis '03 trailed with
24 percent, and 30 percent ab-sELECTIONS, page three
voters-abstained-

.

re-elect- ion

ee
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Bike program offers free ride across campus
BY MERCEDES

W1LSON-BARTHE- S

Staff Reporter
You may have heard about the
purple bikes around campus. But
you probably haven't noticed
them they can be hard to find.
First-yeaAdam Booth, Alex
Eversmeyer and Mike Guckes
rs

have successfully revived the
purple bike program, which provides purple bikes available for the
entire campus to use whenever
they want and can find one.
Nine bikes were donated by
the office of Safety and Security
before spring break; however, only
six of them were easily repaired for
student use. Two bikes are simply

April

5-1-

2,

April 6, 4:43 a.m. Chemical
fire extinguisher discharged at
Mather Residence.
April 6, 7:14 a.m. Vandalism at
Caples Residence.
April 6, 3 p.m. False alarm at
McBride Residence, pull station
pulicd.
April 7, 3:02 p.m. Drug paraphernalia found at New Apartments.
April 7, 3:28 p.m. Drug paraphernalia found at New Apartments.

beyond repair and a large lock re
mains on the last bike that has yet
to be removed. After spring break,
six purple bikes were available for
student use, but now only four remain.
Student response to the bikes
has been popular, but there is a
common feeling-tha- t
there are just
not enough available. "I have only
seen one purple bike ever, but they
are one hell of a good idea," said
Addie Gaumer '02.
Bike theft has always been a
problem at Kenyon: "80-9- 0
of
bike thefts are joy rides," said Dan
Werner, head of Safety and Security. Oftentimes, students "borrow" bikes for a quick ride to class
and simply leave them at their des

2000
April 7, 12:12 a.m. Fire extinguisher discharged at Lewis Hall.
April 9. 3:30 a.m. Vandalism
on first and second floor of
Leonard Hall, broken bottles
and vacuum cleaner strewn
about.
April 9, 9:49 p.m. Vandalism
water fight on second floor of
Norton Hall.
April 10, 7 p.m. Theft of items
from outside Mather Residence.

tination. The purple bikes offer a
way for students to use random
bikes legally.
The policy for these bikes is
"ride at your own risk," as

Eversmeyer explained, because
the bikes are maintained in working condition. Some the bikes have
been abused. Eversmeyer said,
"People aren't taking as good care
of these bikes as they would their
own."
Over the weekend, five out of
the six bikes had to be repaired.
Booth, Eversmeyer and Guckes
devote much of their free time repairing broken and vandalized
purple bikes. The bikes are repaired
or as needed.
bi-wee- kly

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
Council members were concerned
that adding a third vote would add
too much influence, negating the
Senate's identity as a separate entity with autonomous powers to
approve or veto proposals from the
Council, according to Sara
Bumsted '01.

The bill will be sent to Campus Senate for further consideration.
The upcoming Summer Send-Of- f
event brought security issues
once more to the forefront of Student Council's dealings. With support from Justin Jones '01, Chair
of Security and Safety, and Torrey
Androski '02, Social Board Chair,
Council agreed to spend $500 to
maintain order and safety between
noon and midnight. Two deputy
sheriffs as well as three student
auxiliary security officers will be
contracted to patrol Peirce Lawn.
Also discussed was a proposal
to again adjust Housing policy on

Student Council President
Michael Lewis '00, who drafted the
proposal, encouraged its acceptance
as a method of ensuring future participation of the President in Senate affairs, as well as a plan to "improve Student Council's position as
a student oriented policy generator."
--
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Advertisers should contact Dana Whitley for current rates and
further information at (740) 427-533- 8
or 5339, or via
at
collegiankenyon.edu. All materials should be sent to: Advertising
Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
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April 7, 9:33 p.m. Medical call
regarding an injured student at
Leonard Hall. The student was
transported to the Health and
Counseling Center and treated by
the College physician.

April 10, 12:15 a.m. Fire extinguisher discharged at Lewis Hall.
April 9, 5:30 a.m.

Vandalism

in

basement restroom at Peirce
Hall.
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point carryover. As the proposal
for entering seniors who lived in
division housing the two previous
years to regain their lost point was
recently submitted to the Senate,
Council also wished to address the
issue of seniors who served as
RA's after a sophomore year living in division housing.
Llewellyn Jones '01 described
the present situation as "a small
loophole in housing policy" which,
while not affecting as many people
as the former situation, should be
cleared up. Comparing junior RA's
to students who live in division
sophomore year and go abroad
junior year, who are permitted to
enter the senior lottery with full
points, Jones argued before that the
point carryover clause should be
eliminated under these circumstances as well.
This proposal will only be
valid if the first proposal, which
concerns students living in division
housing two subsequent years, is
defeated in Campus Senate.
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Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
sent to the BusinessAdvertising Manager.
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Interested in writing
for News? Email

Eversmeyer also reported that Security and Safety has offered to
carry a bicycle rack if the Cycling
Club will provide them with one
to pick up abandoned purple bikes.
While funds for this year came
from the supplemental budgeting
process, the Cycling Club proposed
a budget of $2700 for next year and
is optimistic about receiving at
least $2000. The club plans to devote $1000 to 10 new purple bikes
in the fall and the remainder of the
budget to road races. Eversmeyer
added, "I have a couple more ideas
'
for the purple bike program, but I'm
not going to divulge them yet. First
we'll see if the Kenyon community
can be responsible with this."

Council: funds for security discussed

't!Y 3 M
April 10, 12:10 a.m. Vandalism
in south stairwell at Hanna Hall.

Each bike has a registration number to help track the bikes and repair schedule. One bike is already
been drastically damaged as the
pedal has been ripped off it.
Brad Dreifuss '01, abroad this
semester, restarted the Cycling
Club this year with the intent of
beginning both the purple bike
program and weekend cycling
trips. Two members of the class of
'99 originally came up with the
idea for the purple bike program,
which the Office of Safety and
Security has supported from the
beginning. Werner was aware of
the existence of the program in
other schools and researched how
successful it had been elsewhere.
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Knowing you have an edge over your competition is a good
feeling. Combining your
degree with an MBA
can distinguish you from your peers. At Miami University, we
can help provide you with the skills that will give you a
non-busine-

ss

competitive advantage in today's job market. Contact us
today to truly stand out from the crowd.
MBA Director
).
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MIAMI

UNIVERSITY

Richard T. Farmer School of Business Administration
107 Laws Hall
Miami University
Oxford, OH 45056 phone: (513)
www.sba.muohio.edumbaprogram
529-664- 3
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The Kenton Collegian

'alcohol prevention

Send-Of- f:
Coordinated by Jessica Andruss
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Jarret Elected, Presides
as Council Looks into Well

CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
sions about continuing with these
events."
The College's Social Board,
whose primary responsibilities include the year-lon- g
planning of
Summer Send-Of- f,
has focused
much attention on discouraging the
"high-ris- k
drinking" which has become a more visible collegiate problem nationwide.

Torrey Androski '02, the
--

StudentRaUy Upholds Tradition!?)

Board's chairperson, characterizes
her committee's work as "alcohol
prevention." The Social Board has
sponsored
events throughout the academic year
in addition to assigning to 15 Board
members the sole task of "making
Summer Send-Of- f
a safer place for
everyone," according to Androski.
Amongthose improvements
have been the hiring of additional
student auxiliary security officers to
patrol the concert area as well as two
deputy sheriffs serving a similar
web
purpose; the Summer Send-Of- f
page which opens with a list of both
campus and state drinking regulations to provide awareness; and the
promises of numerous Social Board
members to remain sober and alert
to potential problems for the duration of the event.
security
The augmented
presence will be especially helpful
in protecting the Knox County teenagers who appear on campus at this
time, according to Officer Scott
Baker of the Knox County Sheriff's
Department. Baker, a former
Kenyon security officer, said that
bi-wee- kly
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The Collegian

as it

appeared April 16, 1965.

10 Years Ago, April 10, 1990, A
new VAX unit was added to Olin
Library to meet growing computing needs. Since installation in
1986, the VAX 8600 system,
which was originally equipped to
handle 100 users a week, had expanded past full capacity and was
struggling to accommodate the
1100 weekly users. Earlier in the
academic year, VAX terminals
had been added to residence halls
and academic buildings, providing 98 of the faculty with an
terminal, all with access
lines running on telephone or recently installed fiber optic lines
from each terminal to central units
in Olin Library, and working towards personal terminal access
for all students.
in-offi- ce

35 Years Ago, April 16, 1965,
Plans to begin constructing "twin
buildings behind Old Kenyon"
over Spring Break were aban-

doned

when

$259,000

a

discrepancy was found between
the architect's estimate and lowest construction bids. Construction
of a modified plan was set to begin after the May 29 meeting of
the College's Board of Trustees,
and College administration mean-whil- e

to

tried

locate

accommodations for more than
one hundred men for whom there
would be no residential space the
following year.
.

All

45 Years Ago, April 15, 1955,
The annual Ohio College Newspaper Convention held in
Cincinnati was attended by three
representatives of the Collegian.
The Kenyon periodical was received no commendation from
the area journalism professors
who judged the competition. Pro-

fessor John Stempel of the
University of Indiana cited the
Collegian's weekly sports coverage in contrast to the haphazard
and often irrelevant editorials and
discussions taking the place of
news as poor journalism. Again
rebuffed in the Public Service
category, Professor Bruce H.
Westley of the University of
Wisconsin ejected the Collegian
from competition, as the staff
showed "insufficient evidence to
support their claim of 'enriching campus intellectual life.'"
60 Years Ago, April 11, 1940,
The intermural athletics program
expanded with boxing and wrestling contests which had been
absent due to lack of student interest. As with other sports, each
fraternity division was represented by several men, who
competed against each other, and
additional training was offered
in College sports and gym
classes. The athletic department
petitioned for funds to purchase
"sorely needed" mat covers and
a permanent punching bag.

Collegian, all the time
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many community members worry

about their teenaged children
drowning in typically rowdy College events such as Summer Send-Of- f.
Yet even while necessary precautions are taken in preparation for
Kenyon's most expensive and
gala, alcohol and alcohol-relate- d
infractions continue to constitute the vast majority of the Judicial Board's.cases, according to Tim
Durham, substance abuse counselor and education coordinator, who
identifies alcohol abuse foremost as
a "safety issue."
, Dan Temple, vice president for
library and information services,
stated that the connection between
the problems presented by alcohol
misuse and other safety issues needs
to be acknowledged. "I see the students are concerned right now with
sexual harassment and discrimination," he said, "but 90 of sexual
assault is related to alcohol ... we
need to extend concern over the surrounding issues like sexual assault
and discrimination to alcohol."
Increasingly aware of the problematic connection between varieties of abuses, Associate Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele is already
attempting to further address the
often
relationship
between sexual assault and excessive consumption of alcohol or other
intoxicants. This is made difficult
because "students know that sexual
harassment and discriminations are
not a right, but they still see drinking as a right," according to Steele.
well-attend-

ed

cause-and-effe- ct

Even with legislation in place,
administrators, community members and students wonder whether
punitive consequences will ever
serve as effective deterrents. Years
of an administrative policy which
poured out social probations has
done little to counteract the growth
of dangerous alcohol consumption
on campus.
"Security sees them as drunk
and belligerent; we the administrators see them later, when they're
sober and sorry," commented Douglas Zipp, Dean of Residential Life.
"We have to wonder, 'are we
enabling?'" questioned Zipp, noting
the increased cleaning staff on call
in the early hours following large
social events as well as the mandate
his office issues requiring resident
advisors to be on hand to care for
those who have drunk unreasonable
quantities of alcohol.
Kenyon's policy concerning
alcohol abuse is consistently under
revision. "We may not encounter a
solution in the forseeable future,"
said Omahan, congratulating the
prevention efforts of Androski and
the Social Board, "but we have no
reason to put our heads in the sand,
either."
Struggling against the "collective denial" which characterizes
Kenyon's aggressive problem with
alcoholism will assist the community in making events and participants safer, according to Durham.
"The complexity of the issue," he
said, "means the solution must also
be complex."

Policy: 'zero tolerance' addressed
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE
The role of alcohol for the accuser is a compromise between two
extremes, stating that "the use of
alcohol ... does not, in and of itself,
negate your ability to give verbal
consent." However, it also says that
"a level of intoxication can be
reached, short of losing consciousness, where your judgment is so
impaired you are not capable of
giving valid verbal consent."
Hire acknowledges that this is
a tricky area, calling it "the major

problem Judicial Board runs
across." As it is impossible to, in
her words, "give a blood alcohol
test", this is an area where Judicial
Board must use its discretion on a
basis.
The proposal also offers recommended sanctions for those
found guilty of sexual misconduct.
One of the most heated discussion
over the last year is whether conviction should warrent automatic
expulsion.
Again, the proposal is a compromise. Expulsion from the College is the required penalty only in
case-by-ca-

se

cases of sexual assault where
"force or threats are used, the victim is asleep or unconscious, or
when intoxicants are forcibly ...
administered to the victim."
In other cases of sexual assault, "the usual penalty for the
guilty party should be either Dismissal from the College or Suspen

sion from the College for a period
of at least two semesters." However, Hire stressed that these "recognized that each case will be different" and they are "only a suggestion to give Judicial Board
more guidelines."
In addition to these areas, the
proposal would establish four categories of sexual misconduct

sexual assault, inappropriate
sexual touching, endangering the
health of another person and sexual
harassment. Each of these has an
explicit definition of the offense.
According to the proposal,
"sexual assault occurs when a student engages in sexual relations
with another student without that
person's verbal consent." Sexual
relations is given an extended definition, and sexual assault is discussed as potentially occurring in

both heterosexual and same-se- x
situations.
Inappropriate sexual touching
is defined as "when a student in-

tentionally

touches

another

person's body in a sexual way and
in an inappropriate context." It also
notes that exactly what "inappropriate touching" is can vary according to that context.
Endangering the health of another person deals with sexually
transmitted diseases, stating that "if
a student knows that he or she is
infected ... that student has an obligation to inform potential sexual
partners of hisher condition before
entering into a sexual relationship."
According to the proposal, the

definition and procedures for
sexual harassment will be unchanged from those currently in
the Student Handbook.

Elections: Dinsmore,
Exline win unopposed
A.,,
.

.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
stained.
Caroline Haugen '03 and Sathis
rah Stauffer '03 will run-oas
Androwski
weekend to replace
reHaugen
Chair.
Board
Social
ceived 36 percent and Stauffer
received 24.5 percent. Neither candidate received the requisite 40
percent of the vote, due to more than
39 percent choosing to abstain.
ff

A TV
Dinsmore 'I'01 will
Andrew
replace Dotty Pitts '00 as Senate
He received slightly less
of the vote, with a
percent
than 50
slim majority of those voting
choosing to abstain.
Adam Exline '01 will replace
Tyler Griffin '01 as Chair of Housing and Grounds. Exline received
61 percent of the vote, with 39
percent abstaining.
Co-Cha- ir.
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April 13th - April 20th

Saturday

Childrens Nature Series: "Bunny Hop", sponsored by the Brown
Family Environmental Center. BFEC, 10 a.m.
Community Tree Planting of an Orchard. BFEC, 1 p.m.
Global Cafe, sponsored by Snowden Multicultural Center. SMC, 4 p.m.
Take Back the Night, march and speak-ou- t.
Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.
Reception: Studio Art Majors Exhibition. Olin Gallery, 7 p.m.
Lecture: "A Rope of Sand? America's Changing Relations with Europe", Geoffrey Smith. Higley Aud., 7:30 p.m.
Sexual Harassment and Assault Policy Draft Review, sponsored by
Senate. Gund Commons Lounge, 10 p.m.
Common Hour: "A River Ran Through It: The Geology of Knox
County", Eric Holdener, sponsored by Natural Sciences Division Colloquium. Higley Auditorium, 11:10 a.m.
Common Hour: "'We Rise upon the Structure We Ourselves Have
Builded': Booker T. Washington's Blueprint for Negro Rising", Anthony Foy. Olin Auditorium, 11:10 a.m.
Common Hour: Visits Series - Rural Homelessness, sponsored by the

Sunday
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Rural Life Center. Peirce Lounge, 11:10 a.m.
Common Hour: Looking ahead - a program

Thursday

11:10 a.m.

for juniors,

Peirce Louge,

Friday

Kilroy Was Here The 1940s Revisited (through Nov. 30), Ohio
& 17th Ave., Columbus
Eye Spy: Adventures IN Art (through May) Columbus Museum of Art,

Historical Society,

Saturday

E

480

1--

71

Broad St., Columbus

Millennium Clock (through January) Wexner Center for the Arts, 1 87 1
N. High St., Columbus

69 Boyz 2069
Black Indian Get Em Psyched!!
Tracy Bonham Down Here
Built to Spill Live
Peter Case Flying Saucer Blues
Anita Cochran Anita
EA.T.E. For All That's Endured
GUS Gus Vs. the World
Hoku Hoku

IV
The Makers Rock Star
Modernist Explosion
KISS Alive

God

PlMPADELIC Southern Devils

Concert: OperaMusical Theater, sponsored by the department of
music. Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.
Drama: Rocket to the Moon, sponsored by KCDC. Hill Theater, 8 p.m.
Concert: Molly McCammon and Chris Meyers Live, Pub, 9:30 p.m.
Film: Brassed Off, sponsored by KFS. Higley Hall, 8 p.m.
Drama: Rocket to the Moon, sponsored by KCDC. Hill Theater, 8 p.m.
Concert: Concert Band and Chamber Singers, Rosse Hall, 8 p.m.
Film: The Full Monty, sponsored by KFS. Higley Hall, 8 p.m.
Concert: The Healers with Tj Lewis and the Bluestones, Pub, 10

Friday

Saturday

Elliot Smith Figure 8
Jill Sobule Pink Pearl
Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.

Menu for Friday
Moosehead Chili
Cornmeal Scones
Green salad
Ginger Ice Cream Cake with Pineapple Sauce
Cafe chdcolat
$5.00, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., 201 W. Brooklyn

p.m.

Concert: Senior Voice Recital,

Sunday
Wednesday

sponsored by KFS. Higley Hall, 8

p.m.
Dance: Zephyr DanceBCQ Dance, sponsored by KFS. Bolton
Studio, 8 p.m.

Did the stuff in vour
1
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Are you going to
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get it all horneT"
28 Days (Sandra Bullock, Steve Buscemi) An urban newspaper journalist must
spend 28 days in a rehab facility after being pulled over for driving under the influence.
Rated

PG-1-

I

Release Dates Courtesy of Columbus Entertainment.
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American Psycho Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, the story tells of a stockbroker who lives an alternate lifestyle as a psychotic mass murderer.
East is East A strict Pakistani father finds he is losing the battle against his English-bor- n
children to teach them about their heritage. Rated R.
Keeping the Faith (Ben Stiller, Edward Norton) A Catholic preist and an
Orthodox rabbi both question their respective faiths after they fall in love with the same
women.
Where the Money Is (Paul Newman) A nurse and a nursing home patient plan an
action-packe- d
night of adventure. Rated PG.
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We'll pack it,
box it, seal it,
ship it, and get

there in one
piece..:
guaranteed!

it

CENTERS OF AMERICA

We Ship Anything, Anywhere?
1558 Coshocton Ave.
43050
Phone:

Mt. Vernon, OH
740-392-62-

Fax:

740-392-76-
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COLLEGIAN "The Kenyon Collegian, Established 1956"
to:allstu
The use and abuse of the allstu

Unless you are a first-yestudent, you have seen the above
screen more times than you probably care to remember. And even if
you are a first-yea- r,
you, too, have felt the pain of the allstu. In the
last few days, several arguments have taken place in the form of
forcing all of us to wade through dozens of extra
messages and, consequently, slower servers and more time than usual
spent hitting "delete."
But, Kenyon, be proud of yourselves. You have not sat idly by
and let the passionate
senders go quietly into the night. You
have fought back and expressed your opinions in a strong and public
voice. In the form of another allstu. Forcing the rest of us, again, to
hit "delete." More than that, however, is our frustration regarding
what we choose raise our voices about.
d
Roughly
of eligible students voted in the recent Student Council elections. Which means two out of three students decided they had better things to do than express an opinion about who
will lead our school next year. We have seen and heard more discusthan about
sion about the recent number of battling
anything else, including the elections or even last week's
rally.
You are, of course, entitled to your opinions. But certainly you
could address the situation to the individual sender, instead of atBecause at this point, it will
tacking via another
only spark another.
We are impressed with your ability to express yourselves in an
have been
informed, eloquent way. Your
and
thorough. Now we suggest you take this demonstrated talent and
turn it elsewhere, to a venue that might benefit more from it. Write
letters for Amnesty International. Write your congressman. Write a
letter to the editor. Write your grandmother. Just stop writing to all of
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Phil Hands

Young people and politics
BY SAMANTHA SIMPSON

Staff Columnist
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Sincerely,
The Collegian

A few years ago, Ross Perot
made an appearance on MTV in
order to convince "young people"
that he was the most competent
competitor in the presidential election. However, he did little more
than scold "young people" for their
depravity and indifference toward
politics.
Yes, he sure set us "young
people" straight. I have seen no
other candidate that was so condescending. However, I often wonder
how politicians devise ways to relate to the new generation. Despite
the fact that most of us are legally
adults, we still have trouble estabcircus
lishing roles in the three-rin- g
of politics.
It may seem that older people
make all of the decisions concerning the direction of this country's
government, and I can offer little
comfort for such a notion. Admit-

tedly,
MAIL

I

have displayed only

minimal amounts of enthusiasm at
my newly acquired voting
I had come to believe
that my vote does not count .What
difference will it make? ! have
asked myself, recalling that power
shifts from one political party to
another without much friction in
the grand country of ours. Nothing
will change status quo.
This type of reasoning has appealed to the cynic within, yet I
have to admit that there is a problem with it. It is intuitively obvious
that one vote does not make all the
difference in the world. It would be
ridiculous and nai ve to believe that
a vote for my candidate of choice
would render immediate and drastic results. After all, I am no citizen
of a mystical country where all of
my wishes come true whenever I
click my heels together three times.
There is more to voting than
privi-legesbecau-

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
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The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinionsof the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must
also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints as many letters aspossible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The
Collegian also will consider publishing letters which run considerably beyond 200
words. If such a letter meets the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the letter will be published as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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A voter not only makes a choice concerning
leadership but also demonstrates an awareness
of the way that policies work on a personal
and individual level. Even we 'young people'
cannot afford to be ignorant of or indifferent
toward this awareness.
choosing the right person for a
government position. We do not
care to follow our leaders blindly,
for we realize that they are fallible
creatures. Therefore, a conscientious voter takes the time to do a
little research in one way or another. We do not trust the
candidates as we watch them
squirm under the hot lights that we
shine upon them in an effort to find
"true" character.
When we choose our leaders,
we choose (in theory) the way that
we want our government to operate. This is a tremendous freedom.
I do so hate to sound as if I am
preaching from a soapbox, but we
take this freedom for granted at a
time when people in lands faraway
struggle for it.
A voter not only makes a
choice concerning leadership but
also demonstrates an awareness of
the way that policies work on a
personal and individual level. Even
we "young people" cannot afford
to be ignorant of or indifferent
toward this awareness. Though

many politicians do not give young
adults due recognition, we know
that we are capable of expressing
our concerns eloquently and effectively. Moreover, we should make
ourselves known at the polls as
well.
I do not doubt that many of
the "young people" of Kenyon
will participate in the political
circus. There are too many ac-

tive groups with passionate
people for there to be no response
However,
to political goings-on- .
who
cynical
us
are
of
those
enough to believe that all elections are mere popularity contests
should take a moment to weigh
the consequences of not voting.
(As you can no doubt see, I am
one of the "young people" that
Ross Perot set straight. His underestimation of an entire age group
was more than likely one of the
keys to his successful career in
politics, and I do so hope that others who choose to be equally
condescending will meet the same
fate.)

We know you have an opinion.

Send us a letter.
Spare us the
e-m- ail.

collegiankenyon.edu
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Anti-ga- y

The Kenyon Collegian

harrassment must stop; 133 faculty and staff show support

While anti-ga- y
harassment is
not new to Kenyon's campus, the
spate of recent incidents indicates
that an atmosphere of hostility, in-

timidation and disrespect has
emerged. This atmosphere affects
the lesbian, bisexual, gay,
transgendered students and their
straight allies who have been targets of slurs, vandalism and ridicule. This atmosphere affects the
students who have quietly witnessed these events. This atmosphere affects the faculty, administrators, staff members and others in the community who believe
that Kenyon students should not
have to suffer from this defamation.
We encourage all members of
the Kenyon community to consider if we are living up to our
mission of providing a learning
environment where equal opportunity is offered, difference is respected and diversity is embraced.
Anti-ga- y
harassment is nothing
less than a manifestation of the
same ignorance, fear and hatred
that is at the root of racism and
sexism. It has no place on our
campus.
Recognizing that there are
many different paths to justice, we
respect and support those members of the community who will
be activists in the gay rights movement. Their voices are valued.
Their anger and passions are real.
The time has come for others to
take a stand against homophobia
by challenging those who yell
"faggot" or "dyke" in the residence
halls, who tear down and deface
ALSO posters, who intimidate
with snickers or threats. The recent
rally is a testament to the fact that
many in the Kenyon community
desire a campus that is a welcoming, safe and accepting environment.

Colleges and universities

should be in the vanguard of the
struggle for social justice. We
thank the college's administrators
and trustees for placing Kenyon
among the leaders of higher education by including sexual orientation in the College's
policy and by providing equal benefits to the partners
of lesbian and gay employees. But
the true test of our commitment to
human rights will come in the form
of our response to what has been
happening at Kenyon.
We remain committed to supporting a campus atmosphere that
is free of anti-ga- y
harassment. We
remain committed to developing
more understanding of LBGT issues and the need for diversity at
Kenyon. We remain committed to
protecting all our students from
harassment.
Scott Cummings, Chemistry
Jane Martindell, Student Affairs
Tom Stamp, Public Affairs
Chris Higgins, CDC
Robert Bennett, Classics
Laurie Fink, Women's and
Gender Studies
Bianca F. C. Calabresi, English
Jeff Bowman, History
Robin Cash, Athletics
Timothy M. Koponen, Sociology
Wendy Hess, EEO and College
Ombudsperson
Shawn Presley, Public Affairs
Greg Halloran, Dance
Jen Scanlon, Athletics
Jami Peelle, Librarian
Doug Bazuin, Residential Life
Ryn Edwards, Biology
Andrew Reinert, Drama
Ray Heithaus, Biology
Russell Batt, Chemistry
TimShutt, English,"IPHS
Patricia Geschwent, LBIS
Sarah Blick, Art History
Eric Holdener, LBIS
Ellen S. Mankoff, English
Eugene Dwyer, Art History
Robert Mauck, Biology
anti-discriminati- on

.
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Kate Doan, Chemistry
Juan De Pascuale, Philosophy
Peter M. Rutkoff, History
Steve Van Holde, Political Science
Michelle S. Mood, Political Science
Patrick Gilligan, Counseling
Anthony Watson, Chemistry
Paula C. Turner, Physics
UlfNilsson, Philosophy
RoyT. Wormian, History
Lisa Schott, Development
Michael Levine, Psychology
Claudia Esslinger, Art
Tom House, Library
Darnell Preaus, Admissions
Maria R. H. Kohlman, Sociology
Jane Ellsworth, Music
Jim Carson, English
Deborah Laycock, English
Tim Sullivan, Physics
Charles A. Piano, Spanish
Jonathan Tazewell, Drama
Allan Fenigstein, Psychology
Rosemary Marusak, Chemistry
Elizabeth Sayrs, Music
Robert A. Oden, Jr., President
Linda D. Metzler, Spanish
Joseph Adler, Religion
Reed Browning, History
Don Omahan, Dean of Students
Royal Rhodes, Religion
P. L Richards, Italian
Gordon L. Johnson, Chemistry
Linda Michaels, Public Affairs
Ric Sheffield, Sociology, Legal Studies
Alice ComweD Straus, Development

Karen Snouffer, Art
Donald Rogan, Religion

all-scho-

ol

potential domino effect that would
be detrimental in many respects.
Qualified prospective students may
look elsewhere. Faculty would be
less attracted to the student body as
a whole. Eventually, academic standards may fall. Before you know it,
we'll be equivalent to Denison without the athletic facilities or the huge
endowment.
So, maybe this is slightly drastic. But, the point can still be made
that the Kenyon Fund is extremely
important.
For the past four years, we have
all been takers. We have received
one. of the best educations in the
nation and been able to participate
in a wide array of activities from
sports to dance to theater to literary
magazines and other such clubs. In
fact, Kenyon has upwards of 200
some clubs to take advantage of,
which all get some allotment of
money from the school.
Maybe you didn't like that
teacher, or maybe you failed comps,

Linda Smolak, Psychology
Dane Heuchemer, Music
Bill Heiser, Athletics
Judy R. Smith, English
David N. Suggs, Anthropology
Susan Spaid,
Faculty LectureshipsCommon Hr.
Ronald A. Sharp, Provost
Elizabeth Ottinger, Chemistry
Judy Holdener, Mathematics
William E. McCulloh, Classics
Ted Mason, English
Melissa Dabakis, Art History
Karen Hicks, Biology
Brian Dott, History
Chris Billen, Biology
Joan Slonczewski, Biology
Jim Baillie, Library
Tim Spiekerman, Political Science
Franklin Miller, Jr., Physics
Ron Griggs, LBIS
Kim McMullen, English
Barry Gunderson, Art
Judith Fagan, Religion
Erin Farrell Salva,
Coord, of Disability Services
Robert Kirschner, College Relations
Samantha Hughes, Residential Life
Mary Chalmers, History
Sergei

Lobanov-Rostovsk-

y,

English

Monique Jones, Public Affairs
Susan Palmer,
Admin. Dir. of Five College of
Ohio Consortium
Dan Laskin, College Relations
Cheryl Johnson, IPHS
Will Scott, History

Barbara Thompson, Library
Thomans V. Lepley, Buildings
and Grounds
Harlene Marley, Drama
Dianne Mack, Textbook Manager
MortGuiney, French
Harry Itagaki, Biology
Jennie Bruening, Athletics
Ellen McComb,
Dir. of Environ. Health and Safety
Russ Geiger, Development
Sandra Doty, Physics

Barbara Hamlet,
Dir. of International Education
Jamele M. Adams, Student Affairs

Audrey A. Tussing, Psychology
Elizabeth Forman, Admissions
Dudley Thomas, Chemistry
Kathy Krynsld, Associate Provost
BevActis, Library
Greg Spaid, Associate Provost

Jacqueline Elliott Robbins,
Dir. of Research and Records

Jennifer Carter, Development
John Idoine, Physics
BillQuimby, LBIS
Dawn Hemphill, Student Affairs
Dan Younger, Olin Art Gallery
Sarah Murnen, Psychology
John M. Elliott, Political Science
RuthWoehr, Counseling
David Harrington, Economics
Maureen E. Feeney, CDC
Carol Schumacher, Mathematics
Michael J. Evans, History
Jane Cowles, French
Ellen Stoltz, Psychology
Wendy MacLeod, Drama

' Harmful homophobic activity' must stop
Can our homophobic students

can be persuaded

to cease

harrassing gays and lesbians by
arguments of community or morality or legality? I certainly hope
so. I support diversity of views,
but when expression of them in
our community frightens students,
this goes against the aim and
norms of our community.
I would like to refer to re- -

Remember principles with 100
We have a hard time describing to people who don't go to
Kenyon the simplicity of our mean
plan. Similarly, it is difficult to describe the traditions of
picnics, Phling, class dinners, Senior
Sing or Matriculation. So, maybe it
Seis hard to describe that 100
nior exists. But Kenyon is a unique
environment which fosters a community feeling.
The money from 100 Senior
goes into the Kenyon Fund. We
have all reaped the benefits of the
Kenyon Fund whether we realize it
or not. Tuition only covers 80 percent of the cost to attend Kenyon.
Without the Kenyon Fund, financial
aid would drastically decrease, giving less students the opportunity to
attend our school. Faculty, administration and maintenance crew salaries would decrease. In turn, we
would get a less qualified and caring staff. Even the beauty of the
school would suffer.
From this, we can foresee a

Jennifer Clarvoe, English

Senior

or maybe you think your club deserves more money. This may all be
true, but not giving to 100 Senior
is not going to solve those problems.
After all this school has given us, it
is hard to believe that every member of the senior class can't find just
one good reason to give to the
Kenyon Fund through 100 Senior.
Now is a prime opportunity to
decide if you are going to be a giver
or a taker. Whether you give $1 or

$100, you are establishing a habit
of philanthropy. It is all about the
principle of giving.
Currently, our class is lagging
far behind previous years. Does this
define our class as apathetic? Are
we selfish? Are we stubborn? Hopefully, we are just procrastinators.
If you have decided against
giving to the Kenyon Fund, please
rethink your decision. Consider all
of the facts. Remember your principles when making your decisions.
Gelsey Lynn '00
Joanna Radnor '00

search noted in The Chronicle of
Higher Education (sometime in
the spring of 1997) that showed a
strong correlation between homophobic opinions among male
college students and sexual excitement (measured via an electronic
cuff) at the sight of gay pornography. That is, statistically speakmale coling,
lege students tended to be excited
by hetereosexual pornography but
not gay pornography. More homophobic male college students,
non-homopho-

bic

by contrast, were likely to find gay

pornography exciting than were
males.
the
I present this scientific finding in the hopes that it will be a
help in reducing harmful homophobic activity in the Kenyon
community. Diverse views are
healthy, but these recent attacks
shut down communication among
non-homopho-

bic

us.

Michelle S. Mood
Visiting Assistant Professor of
Political Science

Settingrealizablegoalsamust
Naomi Wolfs lecture on Thursday had a strong tone of unity. If all
women worked together, they could
achieve great things. Suppose every woman gave six dollars (current
donations are about six cents a
woman) to a group that gets women
into Congress; women could be the
majority in Congress. Women are
the majority of voters, therefore they
could elect whomever they want.

hands and she congratulated us, saying we were all feminists. This proved
how easy it is to be one. As she received a standing ovation I sat there in
surprise: some women are against premarital sex and using birth control
(even women here at Kenyon). While
trying to include everyone, Wolf could
not. It is simply impossible to get everyone behind a movement. Sure,
feminism can be broadened, but it

Wolf explained that many women
choose not to define themselves as
feminists. They feel feminism is tied
with policies they do not believe, such
or vegetarian.
as being
Other feminists also make crazy claims
(all sex is rape). The central message
should be gender equality.
Wolf concluded her talk by taking a poll of the audience. "Who has
had sex?" and "Who used birth control?" she asked. Everyone raised their

would lose much of what its strongest
backers find most important.
I am not attacking Wolf; that
fight fire with fire idea sounds good.
It is hard to respect people who do
not fight when they are treated unfairly. All I am saying is that feminists should give up trying to include
everyone; there is no way they could

Pro-Choi- ce

succeed. Setting realizable goals
would be more useful.
Noah Seferian '00
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Wolf redefines feminism in
BY

cial interest," but

When Naomi Wolf

ad-

dressed the Kenyon campus last
Thursday, she listed some good
reasons to distrust feminism.
After all, feminist theory has

become "ideologically overloaded." Feminism does not always adequately distinguish between hating sexism and hating
men. And, most harmful of all,
feminism too often focuses on
the very victimization of women

supposedly condemns.

But to reject feminism because of these shortcomings or
because of vestigial stereotypes,
Wolf went on to say, would be
to ignore the virtual renaissance
feminism has undergone during
the last decade. Modern feminism, Wolf says, focuses on
women's potential for successful equality. In newspapers and
movies, and in conversations
with women across the country,
Wolf has noticed that women increasingly refuse to remain silent about humiliation or violence. Women are also gaining
more financial resources, and
are becoming more comfortable

with using their

speech

thought-provokin- g

'minor, annoying tangential spe

HELEN VEIT

Senior Staff Writer

it
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economic

power. And finally, women long

starved of images of women
winning (though certainly not,
Wolf said in a rueful aside,
starved of images of women
starving), are creating their own
political success stories. In
American politics, she reminded
her audience, women are not a

numerical
majority who cast 53 of votes
in the last election.
Wolf dates this ideological
renaissance to a recent historical
moment: Anita Hill's 1991 allegations of sexual harassment
against Clarence Thomas. Although Hill's allegations did not
prevent Thomas's appointment to
the Supreme Court, the hearings
acted as a crucial point of fulcrum for feminism, bringing formerly "back burner issues" into
mainstream discourse.
a

Wolf believes that this transformation of the political landscape marked the beginnings of
a new kind of American feminism. As Wolf looked to the
early 1990s as the origins of

feminism,

modern

Phil

Stephenson '02 complained that
she also looked to the early 1990s
for all of her references to pop
culture, one of the most recent of
which was a nod to Thelma and
Louise. As a result, some stu-

agreed

with Emily
'00, that her speech
"seemed a bit dated."
Wolf wants to continue the
process of relocating feminism
into mainstream conversation
among people of all levels of
education and social class. A
dents

Robichaud

self-proclaim-

'public

ed

intellectual', Wolf aims to speak
clearly and relevantly, and her
speeches omit the
qualifiers that precede the assertions of highly academic feminist
long-winde-

d

theory. As a result, her simplistic

"When Wolf talked about all the rights that
women take for granted now, that the women
before us had to fight for, I realized how
much I owe to the past, and how much I need
to be a part of feminism for the future welfare
of women."
Alison Esposito '00
style, often garnished with catch
phrases and sound bites, seemed
at times long on rhetoric and
short on sophistication.
While her tone makes Wolf
a

broadly appealing speaker,

Ben Pomeroy '00 found her
sometimes "a bit stylized for my

taste." Robichaud said that
while Wolf "didn't condescend
to us," she also "certainly could
have spoken to us on a more
theoretical level." In seeking
clarity, Wolf sometimes sacrificed subtlety as well.
Most important in her role
as a public intellectual, Wolf
said she wants to listen to
women. Too many 'insider
feminists', she said, simply dismiss women who "don't use the
feminist label," and think of
them as misguided "poor dears"
who "don't know what's good
for them." In contrast, Wolf not
only spoke to, but spoke with
her audience. For a rather
schmaltzy fifteen minutes, Wolf
instructed the audience members to close their eyes and to
"remember what it was like to

be nine years old."
she deThen, Oprah-stylscended into the audience and
prompted women to share their
early fantasies of becoming an ine,

ternational spy or a queen. While
her style veered into the sentimental at times, Wolf's point was apt.
Too many girls who crave power
and excitement become women for
whom "criticism is visceral pain
and approval is oxygen." She
urged her audience to fight the "demons of niceness" and to speak
their minds openly.
Alison Esposito '00, whose
smiling confession that she once
dreamed of being She-RPrincess
of Power brought laughs from the
a,

V

Inter-churc-

"Most

people

think of

homelessness as primarily an urban
phenomenon, but it very much ex- -

ever." The lack of awareness
regarding this issue, along with the
paucity of academic research on
homelessness in Knox County, is
what spurred Smetak to begin her
investigation.
Beginning with fieldwork in
October of '99, Smetak continued to
compile information throughout the
semester, incorporating field visits,
interviews with community members, and talking with local
government officials and social
workers about the problem of
homelessness.
In her investigations, Smetak
discovered that the factors which
cause people in rural areas to become homeless are varied and

complex. Thelossofajob,aspouse's
illness, and a variety of other factors
lead individuals to lose their homes.
Of those she interviewed, Smetak
found that many of them had lived
in substandard or condemned buildings, in cars, or even under bridges.
The problem, Smetak says, is
that Knox County does not have a
large homeless shelter, or a transid
tional housing program
enough to meet the needs of the
area's growing homeless population.
However, she notes, the
Emergency Needs Coalition, a local
organization, has recently been discussing ways of improving this
situation and acquiring more funds
and government support for transitional housing.
Both Smetak and Sacks hope
that this discussion will not only
raise awareness of the issue of rural
homelessness, but also provide a
forum for discussing solutions.

struggle

I

ri

"Most people think of homelessness as primarily an urban phenomenon, but it very much
exists in Knox County... I found that there are
over 300 homeless people in Knox County
now, and the average person in the community
has no idea that there are any homeless people
here whatsoever."
Anne Smetak '00
ists in Knox County," says Smetak.
"I found that there are over 300
homeless people in Knox County
now, and the average person in the
community has no idea that there are
any homeless people here whatso-

a

for

women's equality begun long before 1991, 1965, or even 1919.
Wolf ended her speech by giving
the audience a pop quiz, asking in
rapid fire if the women in the audience could read or write, if they
had a driver's license, if they
voted, if they had ever held a job
and gotten paid for it, if they had
sex and used contraception, and if
they wanted representation in government. As a volley hands shot
up with every question, Wolf nodded, and concluded, "Then you are
leading a feminist life and you are
a feminist." Whether her audience
agreed with her or not, Wolf did
what she promised from the beginning, and left the floor open for
discussion.

lottery process at Kenyon ?

-

When the subject of
homelessness is brought up, the
image that comes to mind is most
likely that of someone sleeping on a
bench and panhandling in a bigcity.
But next Thursday, in a common
hour discussion sponsored by
Kenyon 's Rural Life Center, Anne
Smetak '00 will confront this perception as she leads a panel
discussion on rural homelessness.
The discussion will feature panelists Sue Lybarger of the Salvation
Army, Janet Grabelick, Social Services Supervisorat the Knox County
Department of Human Services,
h
Peggy Bakewell, manager of
in Danville, and Jim Poole,
the head of Moundbuilders Guidance Center.
Though Smetak wasoriginally
interested in urban housing issues,
completing an Independent Study
during her junior year on this topic,
she later became interested in the
problem of rural homelessness. Her
Independent Study course this year,
focusing on this issue, was completed under the supervision of
sociology professor Howard Sacks
and provided the inspiration for her
upcomingcommonhourdiscussion.

resulted from

What could be done to improve the housing

Student speaks- on rural homelessness
BY.NORA JENKINS
Features Editor

audience, never considered herself
a feminist before Wolf's lecture.
However, Esposito said that "when
Wolf talked about all the rights
that women take for granted now,
that the women before us had to
fight for, I realized how much I
owe to the past, and how much I
need to be a part of feminism for
the future welfare of women."
Many of the rights Wolf listed

r:

"Abolish it, and replace it
with a system based on
merit and natural aristocracy."
Samantha Simpson '03

..

"Live

,

off-campus-

."

Lindsey Yurgine '00

'.":,'v,.
'

'-

8

'

-

1

3T
"Simplify it so that people
can go in with a feeling of
knowing what they're doing, and make it less time
consuming."
Richa Jha '03

well-funde-

"They should do away with
the lottery and have everybody live in tents out on the
quad."

...

VM.

Cormick McCarthy and
Ann Palcisco '02
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Raising awareness of sexual violence
BY

NORA JENKINS

noticed the dark

fig-

1

ff r

'

lurking behind benches and
leaning against lamp posts.
These figures, adorned with sta
tistics about sexual violence, are
ures

!

of the week-lon- g
Take Back
Night project, a nationwide
program which has been observed at Kenyon for over a
decade.
I

ng
presentations
and
discussions, culminating in a
march starting at Rosse Hall at 7
on Sunday evening. Tomorrow,
there will be a panel discussion
at 7 p.m. in Ascension 220 en-
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All this week, the Take Back
Night committee is sponsori-
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titled
and

awareness about sexual violence.
"Everyone knows that rape happens

on college campuses, and

everyone knows that it happens

this campus," says Scott
'00, one of the
of the Take Back the Night
committee, "but it doesn't really
enter into people's consiousness,
and nobody thinks that it could
happen to them." By holding a
variety of events, ranging from a
speak-oon the steps of Rosse
where survivors of sexual vio- on

Carney

co-leade-
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Silhouettes such as this one, each bearing a different statistic about
sexual violence, line middle path this week as Take Back the Night
.
works to raise awareness about sexual violence.
lence will share their stories, to
discussions about the sexual assault policies of both Kenyon
and of Knox County, the committee hopes to both foster
awareness about sexual violence
and inspire students to help prevent it from occurring.
In past years, the march and
speak-ou- t
have been very successful in bringing members of
the community together. Of this

Tuesda y, April 18th
'Eric Holdener, geologist and
Computing and Network Syst-

member
Maggie Beeler says, "it's a
chance for people to talk about
things they might not talk about
in other situations ... it's open to
everybody, and it's really an
empowering way for people to
make the statement that they're
supportive." Carney adds that
"it's the one issue that everyone
agrees on that rape shouldn't
happen on this campus."

y
Also during common hour, thorns in the side of their
Smith will lead a dis- - tive political parties". The discussion about "the interesting cussion will take place in Peirce
parallel twin cases of John Lounge.
McCain and Ken Livingston as
respec-Geoffre-

Cat's Meow
Village

REPLICAS OF KENYON'S BUILDINGS

a common hour talk, "A
Ran Through It: The Geology of Knox County". The lecture, which is sponsored by the
present
River

Sciences Division

Coll-

oquium will be held in Higley
Auditorium.

'Anthony Foy, Kenyon Disser-tatio- n
Fellowship candidate, presents a

common hour talk

ent-

itled '"We Rise upon the Struct-

ure We
Builded':

Ourselves Have
T.
Booker

Blueprint for Negro Rising". The talk will be held

Washington's
in

Olin

Auditorium.

ds

variety of opportunities from
which to choose.
"Even if you can't commit a
lot of time," she said, "there is
something you can do. Hillel will
be making sandwhiches outside of
the KC you can help with that
even if you only have 15 minutes."
Bitck also commented on the
potential for improved relations
between Kenyon and the surrounding area.
"I hope it is fun for everyone
and a good way for people to get
to know other students and community members. These events
will hopefully help bridge a gap

between

Kenyon

and

Mt.

Vernon."

THE SOCIAL SCHM5

Spring is finally here, and with the exception of the recent cold
spell that has hovered over Gambier the last few days, the signs of
spring fever have taken over the campus. Flowers lining Middle
Path, barbeques, ultimate frisbee, the birds, the bees and LOVE?
Yes, during spring at Kenyon couples pop up faster than the daffodils. Have you noticed the contrast while walking to Peirce between
the smiling pairs holding hands and the bleak February memory of
solitary figures trudging along in the snow?
Spring does something to people. It makes us look around and
notice the world around us again instead of keeping ourselves hidden in our winter coats. Perhaps spring makes people more attractive ... is it a special glint of sunlight, a warm spring rain, a certain
scent in the air? Or is it the fact that warm weather equals showing
skin? Well, whatever it is, the usually rare dating life at Kenyon
seems to magically pick up in April.
And what better way to spend a Friday night with that certain
someone than to check out the "Safari" party at the Delt lodge. Getting in the place is half the fun, as the Delts used their special bridge
was smaller
to welcome guests out of the rain. Though the turn-othan usual due to weather, the party was enjoyable once it got going.
In addition to our present discussion, we would like to thank
Tim Durham for his insight into the social scene at Kenyon,
particulary in reference to his quotations from our "Social Scene"
article about the Beta Temple. While we maintain a tone of humor
and sarcasm to many issues of Kenyon social life, the fact is that
there are many serious situations that can come about from the
Kenyon party scene. We do not intend to glorify by any means the
consumption of alcohol or promiscuous behavior, and we hope that
students understand this when they are reading our material. It is
everyone's personal choice how they spend their weekends, and we
hope that respect and safety can compliment these choices as well
as a good time.
We tell it like we see it it's up to you to make your own opinions and decisions about what the Kenyon scene is to you. And how
you want to be a part of it.
Spring is here, warm, wet and wild ... what are YOU doing this
ut

ems Designer and Manager will

Natural

two-thir-

event, committee

Features Briefs

Mon day, April 17th
'Geoffrey Smith, distinguished
British journalist and historian,
will present a lecture entitled "A
Rope of Sand? America's Changing Relations with Europe".
The talk will be held in Higley
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

the nation, Kenyon students,
ulty, parents, alumni and friends
will all join forces Saturday for the
fifth annual National Service Day.
With projects ranging from the traditional (Habitat for Humanity,
working at the Brown Family Environmental Center) to the more
unusual (cooking lunch for residents at Moundbuilders, making
sandwhiches for a food bank in
Columbus) an estimated 300 students areexpected to participate.
Organized by the Student-AlumAssociation and chaired
by Kathleen Birck '00 and Nancy
Kukulan '02, National Service
Day is designed, in part, to help
participants "realize there is a
much larger world outside Kenyon
and that through dedication, commitment and desire, they can help
others in a positive way," said
Birck.
Twelve campus organizations
have adopted projects specifically
for their members, including several Greek organizations, First-YeCouncil, Art Adventures and
the Snowden Programming Board.
Birck, who assisted the organizations in finding an appropriate
fac-

?

project, said about
d
of the
groups had planned a project on
their own for the day; the remaining
were placed in a
project based on written areas of
interest.
Sign-up- s
for individual students have been held in the dining
halls all week and will continue
tonight at dinner in Gund and tomorrow at dinner in Peirce. The
KC, which will be open from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday providing
a free lunch to volunteers, will also
have sign-u- p
sheets for various
opportunities.
Kukulan emphasized the wide
one-thir-

In a cooperative project across

Ihe

"Investigative Procedures
Options at Kenyon and
Within Knox County", featuring
several administrators and local
law enforcement officers. On
Saturday night, the Crozier Center will sponsor a coffeehouse in
Gund Commons, beginning at 9,
with all proceeds benefitting
Take Back the Night programs.
The goal of Take Back the
Night, simply put, is to raise

MCDEVITT

Editor in Chief

part

the

BY JENNY

j

If you've walked down
Middle Path this week, you've
probably

L.

..

Features Editor

Kenyon participates in service day

Peirce $18.00
Old Kenyon $18.50
Ascension $19.00
Dean's House $14.00
COMING IN APRIL: THE CHURCH Of The HOLY SPIRIT
8
PACKARD'S GIFTS 102 S. Main St. MtVernon
397-316-

weekend?

The Collegian's anonymous

party-goer-

s
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launch Rocket to the Moon in Hill
KCDC to Bolton
feature small
emotional
Final
BY

ESI

MATTHEW MCCAW

Staff Writer

What: Rocket

The Kenyon College Drama
Club will perform the romance
Rocket to the Moon on Friday
and Saturday and on April 21 and
22 at 8 p.m. in the Hill Theater.
The show, directed by Visiting

Assistant Professor of Drama
Maureen Ryan, is the year's final Bolton production, Kenyon
College Drama Club's series of
d
works. The
show should provide an enjoyable ending to an extremely
faculty-directe-

busy, very successful theater
son.

sea-

Rocket to the Moon was
written by the American playwright Clifford Odets, who became famous for his depression-er- a
works which spoke for a vic-

timized, emerging middle-clasthe members of which were ignored by an America concerned
only with materialism and economic security. Rocket to the
s,

Moon, written in 1938, combines
Odets' politics with his ability to
write an engaging, humanist
work.
The play is the story of the life
of Ben Stark, played by Jason
Rabin '03, who has found only
dissatisfaction in his life, particu- -

to

Moon

When: Fri. & Sat.
p.m.
Where: Hill Theater
8

features Josh Mason
Joshua Mason '00 will perform his senior voice recital at 4
p.m. on Sunday in Storer Recital
Hall. He will be accompanied by

Adjunct Instructor of Music
Patricia Pelfrey on piano.
On the opening and closing
numbers, Mason, a baritone, will
be joined by soprano Jessica
Huff '02, alto Laura Marx '00
and tenor Dan Nickerson '00.
He will also perform duets with
tenor Ryan Ruopp '01 and with

his sister,
Amanda Mason '97.
The concert is sponsored
by the department of music and
is free and open to the public.
o

OperaMusical
Theater Workshop
This Friday at 8:30 p.m. in
Rosse Hall, the students of the
OperaMusical Theater Workshop
will culminate their semester of
practice and study with an annual
concert.
The concert, which features
songs from such legendary operas
and musicals as Sondheim's Into
the Woods, Mozart's The Marriage
of Figaro, Gilbert and Sullivan's
H.M.S. Pinafore, The Secret Garden and She Loves Me, features
students from the OperaMusical
Theater Workshop, a class taught
by Adjunct Instructors of Music

Kristin Matson and Matthew

I.

larly in his marriage to Belle
played by Mary
Starks,
Tuomanen '03. The answer to Ben
Stark's dissatisfaction comes in
the form of Cleo Singer (Becca
Arneson '00), the secretary with

which Stark's

father-in-la-

;

j".

:

.

f

f

t

w,

played by Dean Simakis '02, convinces Ben to have an affair.
Much of the success of the
story, explained production stage
manager Celsea Wurster '02, lies
in the "musical, lyrical language
that carries the powerful and emotional story." The cast is small,
only six players, and the work
takes place on one set, creating a
small, intimate setting which, explains Wurster, carries the play's
powerful content.
A particular asset to the cast
is Arneson, whose performance as
Cleo, the last of her Kenyon career, provides much of the cast's
strength. Assistant stage manager

3

Senior Recital

story and powerful performances

the

?m mm

mezzo-sopran-

cast,

production to

faculty-directe- d

Pittman.
These students include Sara
Beddow '02, Allison Boex '03,
Christina Carleton '02, Monica
Gastelumendi
'03, Danielle
Hurley '02, Clair John '03, Gary
Mitchell '00, Daniel Nickerson
'00, Ann O'Reilly '02, Solomon
Smilack '02, Elizabeth Stan
'01, Alea Vorillas '00, Lucas
Witman '03, Arielle Wolovnick
'02, and Celsea Wurster '02.
Admission to the class, which is
taken for credit, is based on an
audition process.
The concert features solos
and ensembles accompanied on
piano by Adjunct Instructor of
Music Suzanne Newcomb. Admission is free.

Two Kenyon blues
bands to join forces
This Saturday at 10 p.m.,

Philander's Pub.will host a
duo of great blues bands,
Kenyon's own The Healers,
s,
and TJ Lewis and the
led by Professor of Religion, Vernon Schubel.
Both bands have played
in the pub individually, but
Blue-stone-

this will be the first time
they have combined forces.
Each band will play a set individually, and then they
will perform together. The
show is an attempt to spread
interest in the formation of
a blues society at Kenyon
next year.

Eddy Eckart

Becca Arneson '00 and Dean Simakis '02 in dress rehearsal.

Patrick Schneider '01 commented
that "Becca has taken this character and given her so much life."
Arneson's experiece is combined

with

a

unique sampling

of

Kenyon's emerging acting talent
in the form of Tuomanen, Rabin
and Keith Scott '03.

Director Maureen "Mo"
Ryan is responisble for uniting
such a unique cast to perform a
very difficult performance piece.

Schneider credited much of the
show's success to her: "she really is an incredible director.
She's taken a very tough script
and has really given it life. She's
done an amazing job of getting
the actors connected."
The work deals in sober
subject matter. Ben Stark,
once at the top of his class and
with bright hopes for the future, has lost much of its pur- -

pose as he goes about his daily
routine in the New York City
of the 1930s. He is dominated
by his wife, and finds little satisfaction in his work. In spite
of his past, Stark finds new
meaning in his experiences
with Cleo. With respect to the

show's

ultimate

success,

Wurster said, "it's very powerful and emotional, but inspirational at the same time."

Concert
to perform
band
Guest conductor Rodney Winther
direct several

pieces

to

BYJESSICAANDRUSS
News Assistant
The Kenyon College Concert
Band, under the direction of Dane
Heuchemer, assistant professor of
music, will perform a spring concert Saturday at 8 p.m. in Rosse
Hall.
The program will consist of
five pieces, two of which will be
directed by guest conductor
Rodney Winther of the University
.

of Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music. "It is unusual to have someone of his stature conducting at
Kenyon," said Heuchemer, who
agreed to have Winther conduct the
band in exchange for a lecture he
delivered to Winther's students at
the Univeristy of Cincinnati this
fall.

Winther and Heuchemer
a
chose
Brahms
piece,
"Begrabnisgebang" as well as
"Poeme Montagnard," written by
the Dutch composer Van Der Roost
for the band to perform under the
direction of the guest conductor.
Winther is nationally recognized
for the achievements in his career
at the Cincinnati Conservatory,
whose wind program is among the
top five in the country, as well as
in his prior position in Ithaca, New
York.
Heuchemer has been vigorously preparing the band, as
Winther will have only two opportunities to guide the musicians to

m
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What: Concert Band
Concert
When: Sat.,
8

p.m.

Where: Rosse Hall
the realization of his own artistic
goals for the pieces before Saturday evening's performance.
The first piece will be accompanied by the Chamber Singers,
with several band members, including student conductor and
trumpet player Charlie Walsh '00,
singing instead of playing.
In addition to his instrumental and vocal responsibilities,
Walsh will open the concert as student assistant conductor by direct-in- g

Vaughan Williams' "Sea
Songs" as a portion of his senior
comprehensives in the department
of music. Since the piece was suggested to him by Heuchemer
shortly after winter break, Walsh
has rehearsed with the band for
just over two months.
"It's like nothing we've ever
played before," said Walsh of
the only piece Williams' scored
for a band, describing it as "con-

temporary, fun,

up-temp-

o,"

partly due to its use of harp, piano, and marimba.
Walsh, who hopes to teach
music overseas in Asia or Africa

Rodney Winther.

U. of Cincinnati

in the future, claims that after a

year of directing the Kokosingers,
the most challenging aspect of
conducting the Concert Band is
keeping a straight meter. "With the
Kokes, we try to be expressive,
emotional," said Walsh, noting the
stricter sense of structure necessary in conducting a band of over
60 members.
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Shrouded in secrecy, Chasers to give'upbeat' concert
Acapella group keeps tight lid on plans, promises to 'take acapella where it's never gone before'
BY ERIC HARBERSON

A&E Editor

Kenyon's

only

co-e-

d

acapella group, the Chasers, will
perform their spring concert Friday at 6:30 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

Chasers have been very proof the content of the concert, shrouding their songlist and
special guests in mystery and
secrecy. Refusing to divulge any
jetails, member John Hiester

The

What: Chasers concert
When: Friday,

jO

Where:

Rosse Hall

ft

laking

crets. Musical director Jenny
Lawton '01 hinted, "It's one of
our very own," and refused to
elaborate. President Erika Prahl
'00 added, "It's a

Perhaps, but the group wants
be a surprise.
Member Jessica Tailing '00
promised "an upbeat, fun show,"
but that's hardly a surprise. This
is the Chasers we're talking about.
Their last concert featured the
Chasers singing backup to Dr.
Benjamin Locke, James D. &
Cornelia W. Ireland Professor of
Music, as he belted out "Mambo
No. 5" by Lou Vega.
This year's guest is another
one of their closely guarded se- -

intro."
They are confident about the
show, however. "We have a really
wide variety in this show," said
Lawton. "We've got everything
from Latin to 50s pop."
Again Prahl chimed in: "All
this music is music you will like."
The group hinted at the possibility of brief nudity on the part
of Prahl, but refused to say more.
The Chasers have a history
of having a lot of fun with their
music, and this year appears to
be no exception. "We have a lot

merely admitted, "We're
acapella where it's never
been before."
ilto

.

6:30 p.m.
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The Chasers: Jenny Lawton '01, Zak Rose '02, Meredith Andrews '03, Kristyn Kelleher '03,
Renee Peltz '00, Jessica HufF'02, Pat Schneider '01, Tim Gillett '00, Aaron Hagaman '02, Jess
Tailing '00, Brad Naylor '03, John Hiester '02, Erika Prahl '00.

of fun singing together," said
Lawton. Besides those mentioned, the group consists of
Meredith Andrews '03, Tim
Gillett '00, Brendan Griffin '02,
Aaron Hagaman '02, Fritz
Horstman '01 (abroad), Jessica

Huff '02, Kristyn Kelleher '03,
Brad Naylor '03, Renee Peltz
'00, Zak Rose '02 and Patrick
Schneider '01.
Despite their stringent attempts at secrecy, one anonymous member did give away the

Eckart

name of one-o- f their songs: "Son
of a Preacher Man."
So, if you like the song or
you like the Chasers, go to the
concert. Said Prahl, "It'll be the

best hour of acapella music
you'll hear all week."

The wait is over: Waiting for Molly founder finds Molly
Philander's Pub to host joint concert featuring Chris Meyers and Molly McCammon Friday night
found that at Kenyon."
BY BETH COSTELLO
II? won y 0
McCammon has been playing
guitar and writing songs since high
school; she has just recently finished recording a CD of her music,
and hopes to continue performing
and recording in the future. Her
passion is performing solo, saying
that it "just feels right, although
playing with someone else is such
a great break," and that she is most
excited about the duet set that she
and Meyers have planned.
McCammon and Meyers will be
playing mostly original songs for
their solo sets and mostly covers
during the duet set, ranging from
songsby singersongwriters to rock
bands. With the amount of talent,
enthusiasm and love for music both
Chris and Molly have, it promises
to be a great show.

Staff Writer
Sophomores Chris Meyers and
Molly McCammon are joining forces
this Friday to perform a joint concert
which will begin at 9:30pm in the Pub.
McCammon and Meyers will each
play
followed by a set
together. Chris Meyers is a former
member and founder of the band
Waiting for Molly. He describes his
sound as "folk, definitely folk, but
with Molly playing it definitely has a
funky kick to it."
When asked about his feelings
a45-minutes-

on

et,

the upcoming concert, Meyers

was

enthusiastic: "I'm really

psyched to finally play in the Pub
without a band. With the acoustics
in there, it is really tough to get a
good mix with a loud band, but it is
a great place to see an acoustic

As for playing with Molly, I
really excite- d- she is probably
the most talented musician I know
on campus as well as the best
songwriter." Meyers, who began
his musical career on the piano by
performing at age five, hopes to
continue doing solo work, at least
at Kenyon, and hopes to pursue
music in some form in the future.
He has just recently finished recording a solo album which will be
released in a few weeks.
McCammon has been performing at Kenyon since early in her
Freshman year. She and Chris have
known each other since then , and
have always talked about doing a
show together. McCammon used to
frequently open for Waiting for
Molly shows, and was always appropriately placed right after the

What: Chris Meyers
Molly

McCammon
concert
When: FrL, 9:30 p.m.
Where: Philander's Pub
band in the lineup for coffeehouse
performances. She describes her experience performing at Kenyon as
"completely positive," and "the horn
gallery has always been a very receptive and supportive space for me,
and I am so grateful that I've had
that. I think the best part of performing is being able to feed off the
audience, who is hopefully feeding
off of you. And I have definitely

show.
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Lauded poet Carl Phillips to read from new work
Peirce lounge to host Ohio Poetry

Circuit-sponsore-

Congress, and a Guggenheim
award. His work has been
nominated for the National
Book Critics' Circle and the
National Book Awards.
Phillips' poetry is conversa-

BY SYLVIA MAYA

Staff Writer
Kenyon College is privileged to host poet Carl Phillips
this Sunday at 8 p.m. in Peirce
Lounge. He will be reading
from his new book, Pastoral
(2000 Graywolf Press).
Phillips was born in Cape
Cod, Mass., in 1959. He majored in classics at Harvard and
went on to study poetry at Boston University with renowned
poets Robert Pinsky and Derek
Walcott. His first book, In the
Blood, was published in 1992
(Northeastern University Press),
and received the Samuel French
Morse Prize for poetry.

Phillips has been

a

high

reading

d

What: Carl Phillips
poetry reading
When: Sunday, 8 p.m.
Where: Peirce Lounge

1?

'1

5- -

Poet Carl
Phillips and the
cover of his new
book, Pastoral.

tional, sensual, intimate, lush and
erotic. His poems present a series

of seemingly unrelated images

school Latin teacher in the

V

woven together by fresh, surprising patterns of thought, often with
g
results. However,
his words are understated, rooted
in simplicity and the careful, per-

u

mind-blowin-

past, has taught creative writing at Harvard, and currently
teaches in the MFA program at
Washington University in St.
Louis, Mo.
He has also received,
among several awards and distinctions, a Witter Bynner Fellowship from the Library of

ceptive, original observation of
everyday experiences.
People are strongly encouraged to listen to and talk with this
lauded poet. The reading is free
and open to the public.
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BCQ and Zephyr dance companies to visit Hill
Dance exchange program to combine
BY

ANNE MORRISSY

A&E Editor
This Wednesday, the Bolton
Dance Studio will host two distinguished dance companies, Co-- .

BCQ Dance
Chicago's Zephyr Dance

lumbus'

and

Company. The show, which is free to
the Kenyon community, is sched-

uled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
Chicago's Zephyr Dance is
traveling to Ohio as a part of their
innovative "Dancing Across State
Lines" dance exchange program.
In November, Zephyr hosted

BY JAMES SHERIDAN

Film Critic
Brassed Off!
Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium

Director and writer Mark
Herman has crafted the bitter,
funny, and musical 1996 film
Brassed Off!. Featuring Pete
Postlethwaite as Danny, the aged
beloved leader of a Colliery Brass
Band in Grimley, small mining
town in England. When the local
coal mine is shut down by the
Thatjier administration (in favor
of nuclear power sources), the
band contemplates shutting down.
For Danny, the band and its music
is his life and none of the miners
in the group have the heart to tell
him "I quit." Miner Andy (Ewan
McGregor) falls in love again with
an old flame named Gloria (Tara
Fitzgerald) who returns to town
to work for management in firing
the workers but also wants to play
herfather'sflugelhorn intheband.

BCQ Dance in Chicago as a part
of this exchange, and BCQ has
now invited Zephyr to perform in
Ohio.
Columbus-base- d
BCQ dance
is directed by Balinda Craig-Quijadcandidate for the new position in Dance in the Kenyon
Zephyr and
Drama Department.
BCQ will perform a shared concert to take place over two nights,
the first at Kenyon and the second
at Ohio Wesleyan University's
Chappelear Drama Center.
Zephyr Dance is Chicago's
a,

only

all-fema-

contemporary

le

Eventually, all the characters get
roped into goingafterthebigband
contest one last time.
Set against the fiery backdrop
of unemployment and stark
Thatcherian policies, Brassed Off!
is a striking little film of enormous
grace and power. Postlethwaite's
acting is among his best work and
the relationship between Danny and
his impish son gives the film astrong
heart.
An angry film, Brassed Off!
also features the lines used by British band Chumbawumba in the

opening of their smash

hit

"Tubthumping."
The Full Monty
Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The surprise smash fi m of 1 997,
Peter Cattaneo's The Full Monty
amazed audiences with its energy
and good heart, en route to four
I

Academy Award nominations including Best Picture.
A pungent, endearing, warm

VAffl-.- -

company with Columbus company in joint concert

Chicago-base- d

a

dance ensemble. The company
will present two dances at this
Wednesday's show. "Do Us Part,"
created by Zephyr artistic director
Michelle Kranicke, is a complex,
emotional dance which is intended
to showcase the company's emerging modern dance skills. The second work in the program will be
"Under My Breath," a journey
through the relationship of worship, music and dance choreographed by assistant artistic director Emily Stein.
BCQ Dance, which is comprised of faculty members from

film about two unemployed blokes
from Sheffield (steel workers in a
),
The Full Monty
working-classtown-

manages to effectively capture male
insecurity, unemployment, fatherhood, and dancing in a riotous
combination. Gaz (Robert Carlyle)
wants to be a strong father for his
son, but cannot find work. Neither
can hisoverweight and sexually dysfunctional friend Dave (Mark Addy).
The two men stumble across an idea
inspired by the Chippendale dancers. What if they got together a
to go
troupe of men
"the full monty," British slang for
going all the way? Hilarity ensues.
Winnerof an Academy Award
for Anne Dudley's rich score, The
Full Monty also garnered the SAG
Award for Outstanding Performance By A Cast, the BAFTA
Best Film Award and the British
Film of the Year Award by the
London Critics Circle. Quite simply, one of the most strikingly
original films you'll eversee and a
film that's not ashamed to wear its
heart on its sleeve.
who-promise-

d

?!t- for

The Ohio State University Depart-

tionally charged duets." "Shall

ment of Dance, will perform
"The Walls Have Ears," a bold
and energetic work that explores

We...," choreographed by
a
and
Balinda

phyicality which is, according
to the troupe's press release,
"rough around the edges, clunky,

Stacy Reischman, introduces the
audience to the physical psyches
of the two dancers' relationyet poiships, in a
d
duel.
gnant
Carrie Brueck '00, the show's
production stage manager, said,
"I've seen a couple of the pieces
they're performing, and I was really impressed by the depth of the
choreography. I was amazed."

a

upside-dowcreaky, teetering
between beauty, humor, and despair."
"The Walls Have Ears" is
choreographed to the urban,
folk music of Tom
n,

post-mode-

rn

Waits. Also included in the program will be what are described
as "a pair of smart funny emo

A Fish Called Wanda
Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
film critic
Chicago
A
Called
Fish
Roger Ebert ranks
Wanda among the greatest comMost people
edies of
it
funniest
films
the
among
consider
of the 1980's. It's worth checking
Sun-Tim-

all-tim-

es

e.

out.

Craig-Quijad-

former Kenyon dance professor

light-hearte-

Premiere
Theaters

ing loyalties, seduction, betrayal, and
caustic, out
plotting.
Mean-spirite-

d,

rageously funny, A Fish Called
Wanda is a high water mark for
comedic acting and
Kevin Kline won the Oscar for
Best Supporting Actor in 1988 for
his role in this film.
pet-killin-

Mt.
April

Vernon
14-2-

0

Rumble
5:10.7:10,9:10
1:10.3:10.5:10,7:10.9:10

Ready to
M-- F
Sa-S-

u

Rules
M-- F
Sa-S- u

of Engagement
4:40,7:10,9:40
1:15,4:30,7:00,9:30
FG-U-

The Skulls
M-- F
Sa-S- u

Reuniting several Monty Python members, Fish Called Wanda
is the uproarious story of a quartet of
jewel thieves: Otto (Kevin Kline),
Wanda (Jamie Lee Curtis), Ken
(Michael Palin), and Archie (John
Cleese). These four unite to commit
a crime but then find themselves
pulled in every direction by compel

d,

tango-inspire-

I

9:15

1:00,4:45.7:10,9:20

The Road To FJ Dorado
5:15, 7:15,9:15
1:15.3:15,5:15.7:15,9:15
M-- F

Sa-S- u

Here on Earth
7:15
12:30,7:15

PG--

1'

PC-

-'

M-- F

Sa-S- u

Erin Brockovtch
4:30. 7:00. 9:30
M-- F

Sa-S- u

1:30.4:30.7:00.9:30

Romeo Must Die
5:00
5:00
M-- F

Sa-S- u

Keeping the Faith
4:30, 7:00, 9:30
M-- F

Sa-S- u

1:00.4:30,7:00,9:30

28 Days
5:00, 7:10, 9:20
M-- F

g.

Sa-S- u

12:40,2:50,5:00.7:10,9:20

Adult $6;
Child under 12, $4;
Seniors, $4,
Matinees before 6 p.m. $4.
PHONE:

392-222-

0
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Softball buries Oberlin in snow
JEROEN KNIEP
Senior Staff Writer

BY

The Kenyon Ladies soft-ba- ll
team is now only two more
victories away from .500 as they
beat Oberlin twice this weekend.

The Ladies traveled to
Oberlin Sunday only to arrive
there in a blizzard. As Alys
Spensley '01 put it, "The games
were started off by a blizzard.
After driving to Oberlin, we
were greeted by the other team
warming up indoors, while we
hit and threw in the middle of a
snow storm."
But the adverse weather

conditions did not bother
Kenyon one bit, as they went
on to beat Oberlin by a score

of

And they continued their
dominance'in the second game
of the doubleheader by beating
Oberlin 14-Both games were
called after five innings because
the Ladies opened such commanding leads.
Kenyon started off strong,
with several hits in the first
inning, which led to a total of
16--

4.

2.

11 runs in the first inning alone.
This was sparked by a great hit
by Carrie Robertson '03 who
gunned the ball over the fence
for a home run. The Ladies continued to score in the second
inning and saw their lead increase
to 16-- 0 after three innings.
Oberlin managed to score
four runs in the fourth and fifth
inning, but that was only a formality, as Kenyon proved to be
the better team early on in the
match. Kenyon's winningpitcher
was Samanth Foy '01, who improved her record to 3 when
pitching for Kenyon.
6--

The second game of the
doubleheader started off slower
forthe Ladies. Aftertwo innings,
the score was still close at 1 in
favor of Kenyon. In the third
inning, Kenyon scored seven
quick runs to open up another
marvelous lead that they would
not give away.
All the Ladies batted well
and came in to score, but again it
was Robertson that highlighted
the offense with yet another home
run, this time for a grand slam.
This time Kenyon's winning
3--

16-- 4,

The Kenyon Collegian

Ladies' Track: tough stuff

14-- 2

pitcher was Denise Darlage '02,
who only gave up two runs and
five hits in the whole game.
About slugger Robertson's

outstanding

performance,

Darlage said "Carrie's two
home runs were the best I have
seen her hit this year. The grand
slam that she hit in the second
game gave us an incredible
amount of momentum to finish

strong."
Spensley summarized the
weekend by saying that "both
games were a team effort, with
every member of the team contributing, including some key
hits and catches to end the.
games on positive plays." She
continued, "We made it our
goal to take Oberlin in 5 innings each game, and we did,
by jumping on them early and
then continuing to hit throughout the game."

The two victories over
in
Oberlin put Kenyon at
the North Coast Athletic Conference. The Ladies' next game
is Saturday at home against
2--

2

Ohio Wesleyan University at
p.m.

13

1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
finish. She was impressed with the
proud to have yet "another PR team's performance, especially the
by Sara Vyrostek in the 400M's strides made towards qualifying
and she also qualified for the for the prestigious
meet.
o
meet with that time."
"Despite the weather, the team
In one of the most grueling
performed well. We had a number
events of the day, Molly Sharp '01 of best times, which is amazing
and Jess Tailing '00 ran twelve considering the hail and rain that
and a half laps against a driving "could have potentially hampered
wind and stinging snow in the our races. We now have a number
5000M. When all was said and of girls qualified for
and
done, Sharp walked away with are hoping to qualify 3 or 4 more
in our meet on Friday."
fifth place and a time of 19:13.
The race was a breakthrough
The tough performances of the
for Sharp according to Coach team against such harsh elements
did not escape the notice of Kapo.
Gomez. "Molly Sharp ran 19:13
in the 5000M, which is her best "The performances Saturday
showed that we can be tough even
so far this season. She'd hit a plain the most adverse conditions. With
teau during indoors at around
19:30, but now she seems to be the unpredictable nature of track,
making strides and should be back that focus is going to be important
in form quite soon." Teammate
as the big meets approach and it's
Kapo was equally impressed with time to get aggressive."
Coach Gomez was equally imthe race. "Sharp and Tailing have
to be commended for the 5K efpressed with the performances and
fort. They both performed well, even hinted at the strategy for this
toughing out cold temperatures
Friday's meet at Ohio Wesleyan.
and snow that was enough to "Teamwise, it was really nice to see
make other teams pack up and the women be so tough under such
adverse conditions. Since they perleave."
Niki Watson '01 continues to formed so well in the snow and
be a force in the 1500M. In an wind, I have asked Coach Johnson
event dominated by a bitter wind and Coach Emily to do a snow
and blinding snow, Watson turned dance Thursday night for Friday's
meet at OWU."
in a time of 5:13 for a sixth place
All-Oh- io

All-Ohi-

All-Oh-

io

HoIy Week
(April

16-2- 3)

at Harcourt Parish Episcopal Church.

Palm Sunday
Holy Eucharist with procession 10:30 a.m.

Monday
Holy Eucharist 12 noon

Tuesday

-

Reconciliation (Confession) 3:00 4:00 p.m.
Evening Prayer with Holy Eucharist 5:00 p.m.
Jeanine Ten Broeck 03 (left) maintains a small lead over her College of Wooster opponent.

Wednesday

-

Reconciliation (Confession) 3:00 4:00 p.m.
Holy Eucharist 5:00 p.m.

Maundy Thursday
Maundy Thursday Service
with Footwashing and Drama 7:30 p.m.
Watch in Tower Entry 9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Good Friday
Stations of the Cross 7:30 a.m.
Good Friday Service 12 noon

Holy Saturday
Holy Saturday Service 10:30 a.m.

Eastcr
Easter Vigil with Drama and Baptism 5:30 a.m.
Brunch 7:30 a.m. Undercroft
Holy Eucharist 10:30 a.m.

Men's Track: looking to
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
the 3000M steeplechase with a

time of 10.19.
In a very close 1500M
race, Greg Remaly '03 was
edged into third (4:07.80) and
Cary Snyder '02 took fifth
(4:09.90). According to teammate Rob Passmore '02, "Cary
took the lead with two laps to
go, but the strong winds wore
him down as other runners
drafted off him. Greg made a
push for the lead with a lap to
go, but both Kenyon runners
were outkicked in one of the
most exciting races of the day."
In the 5000M race, Vince
Evener '01 and Heidelberg's
Jason Perez battled for first,
with Perez pulling away at the
end to finish in 15:44.3 and
Evener crossing the line in
second at 15:48.9. Passmore

took eighth in the race with a
time of 16:37.1.
The strong winds and rain
impacted both races. As teammate Davis said, "you could
see people visibly slowing
down on the upwind stretch of
the track. It was tough because you had to draft off
people whenever possible."
Kit Rogers '03 made a strong
showing in the 400M hurdles, taking seventh in 1:05.2. The
4X400M relay team of lan Pitkin
'01, Owen Beetham '03, James
Sheridan '00 and Tyler Morrell

All

Rob Passemore

All-Oh- io
'03 placed fourth in a time of 3.38.6.
Sheridan battled a Heidelberg runner throughout his entire leg, just
beating him out in the final 200M
of a very heated leg.
As Davis said, "They took four
seconds off their best time and sent
a bunch of teams home crying. I
seriously expect them to throw
'
down the next few meets."
The Lords are working hard
o
for the upcoming
meet, but first they travel to
Delaware, Ohio, Friday for the
Marv Frye Invitational at Ohio
Wesleyan University.
All-Ohi-

Collegian, all the time.
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Ladies lax whomps OWU
On the Hill: Player Profile
On the court with Tim Bearman for second straight win
DEPEW

BY RYAN
BY JEREMY

SUHR

Sports Editor

Relaxed, casual and quick to
laugh, Tim Bearman '00 may not
exude the air of an intense competitor. At least not at first.
Modestly, he's quick to deflect praise for his skills on the
tennis court, explaining that "it's
all just in the genes."
Genes, that is, which he inherited from his father, a former
professional tennis player, who
introduced him to the court and
began seriously to teach him the
game of tennis at age 12.
Only as an afterthought does
Bearman mention the enormous
amount of work he's poured into
his game. "Seriously, I've probably spent half of my life on the
court," he says.
With hours upon hours
logged in practice, playing at
tournaments throughout high
school and college, traveling to
play matches during summers as
well, and even teaching tennis
lessons back home in Missouri,
the time quickly adds up.
His hard work has certainly
paid dividends. In high school,
Bearman captured the Missouri
4A state championship his junior year, and at Kenyon, he's
earned first team conference
honors in doubles and second
team honors in singles the past
two years.
And while he may be joking and relaxed on the exterior,
a fierce competitor lies below the
surface.

'Tennis is so mental and you're out there all
alone. If you screw up once, it might be over.
And I'm such a competitive person that once I
started playing, I couldn't stand losing so I had
to get good.'
Tim Bearman '00

StaffWriter

The Kenyon baseball team
lost both games of a doubleheader
at Muskingum College last Thursday, 11-- 3 and 2 respectively.
Their record now stands at 8- 8--

13.
In the first game, starter Carl
Weber '02 took the loss after a dif--

you screw up once, it might be
over. And I'm such a competitive
person that once I started playing,
I couldn't stand losing so I had to
get good."
Thankfully, he doesn't have to
feel the sting of defeat too often,
because, as he says, "I'm miserable for about a day after I lose a
match."
Bearman has played at the

number one singles spot for
Kenyon for most of the past two
years, but he also plays doubles.
In fact, during his first year at
Kenyon, his doubles squad beat a
team from Kalamazoo College
which was then the nation's top
ranked team.
Although he's always played
both singles and doubles tennis,
Bearman concedes he's probably
better at doubles.
"Doubles tennis is more of a
thinking game," he says. "The key
to doubles is cooperation and
knowing exactly what your partner will do in any given situation."
But when he's out on the court
alone and playing singles, "it's all
about concentration," he says. "If

ficult outing. He lasted two and
two thirds innings, yielding ten
runs.
The Lords bullpen stopped the
bleeding, but Kenyon's offense
stalled. Catcher Adam Exline '01
drove in two runs in the second.
Third basemen Kipp Corbus '01
knocked in the team's final run in
the third.
In game two, the bats were

continue to 'raise standards'
singles, Cuthbert dominated
Roeper had
harder time but eventually
defeated her opponent by a
score of
At third singles, Harbauer
again played a close three-se- t
match and lost in a tiebreak

and won

6-- 2,

6-- 2.

a

6-- 1,

7-6(-

1).

6-2,1-6,7-

-6(3).

At
fifth
singles,
Beauchamp, despite dropping
the first set, came out with a
three set victory
4-- 6,

6-- 3,

6-- 3.

2.

the feisty Bishops of Ohio
'Tennis is so mental," he says,
"and you're out there all alone. If

Tennis: Ladies dominate,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
tiebreaks. Nevertheless, at first

Despite standing water, pouring rain and frigid temperatures,
the Kenyon women's lacrosse
team recorded its first victory Saturday in convincing fashion by
defeating Allegheny College 16-Tuesday, the Ladies followed up
with an exciting 0 victory over
15-1-

you lose concentration, especially playing at number one
singles, then that can really kill
you. And it can be hard to maintain that over a long match."
He has improved on that
portion of his game with time,
however.
"I've matured a lot since my
first year," he says. "I've cut out a
lot of my extracurricular penalties," he says, referring to the sort
of argumentative behavior for
which players like John McEnroe,
whom he grew up watching and
admiring, are notorious.
In fact, Bearman cites the
notoriously fiery and competitive McEnroe, along with WWF
wrestlerThe Rock, as influences
on hison-coupersona. "But my
style is more like that of a Jimmy
Connors, kind of. all over the
court," he says.
But despite his competitive
nature, for Bearman what tennis
is really all about is fun.
rt

"What really makes

it

Again, this match was
played to decision, and therefore Elly Sherman and Katy
Tucker did not play.
The Ladies were very satisfied with their performance
in the GLCA's. Captain
Cuthbert summarized, "as the
great Steve Prefontaine said,
'In order to meet any challenge,
you have to raise your standards of excellence.' This
weekend we raised our standards, and proved that we're
just that good."

Wesleyan University.
First-yeattacker Erin Maturo
attributes Kenyon's success to an
improved sense of team. "We really
came together as a team on Saturday, not only because everyone got
some playing time, but we began to
see connections sooner, take more
chances and use each other's
strengths more quickly and with
more confidence."
The Ladies' season started out
slowly, but now that they are in the
thick of conference play with a
number of games under their belts,
everyone seems to be running together in full stride. High scorers
on Saturday were Elizabeth (E.J.)
Jordan '02 with four goals while
Gwen Ockenlaender '03 and Sara
Woelkers '02 each added three.
ar

Tuesday, Jordan again
and
four goals
notched
Ockenlaender made quite a statement with six of her own, making
her the leading goal scorer for the
season with 21.
Concerning the rout of Al

legheny, Sara Bumsted '01 said,
"Gwen had a definitive role as she
dominated draw controls. Ruth
Crowell '02 had a solid game,
shots while
stopping point-blan- k

directing
defense's

the defense.

accumulate the goals. Libby
Sinkinson '03, Liz Hickey '02,
Caroline Secor '02 and Shannon
Maroney '01 ensured that Allegheny would not get the opportunity to shoot often on Ruth." Indeed, the defense was impeccable
in the second half as they allowed
no goals.
"One of the best little things
about the game was seeing the specific skills we had practiced put
into action," added Elissa David
'00, who scored two goals of her
own. "For instance, our coach had
us practice winning the ball after
a toss, which occurs when both
teams foul each other in rapid succession. The refs set up three
tosses, and Kenyon won all three."
The results of this week's
games are encouraging because the
Ladies were able to play a full 60
minutes of fundamentally solid
lacrosse on both occasions. Now
that they are able to maintain such
a high level of play for the entire

game, other conference foes
should have trouble finding scoring opportunities.
Kenyon's next battle is Saturday at home against the Wittenberg
Tigers at 1 p.m.

Ladies Lacrosse
vs. Wittenberg University
Saturday,

p.m.
vs. Earlham College
Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.

again silent. Designated hitter
Jesse Gregory '03 had one of the
team's three hits and its only two
RBIs in the sixth.
Pitcher Josh Pike '03 was
saddled with the loss.
Kenyon's three home games
over the weekend with Hiram College were postponed.
They host Otterbein College
this Saturday at noon.

tears
guaranteed.
E--

mail

suhrj.

1

Lords Lacrosse
vs. Wheeling Jesuit University
Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
Ladies Tennis
vs. College of Wooster
Sunday, 1 p.m.

Write for
sports.
Blood,
sweat and

Baseball
vs. Bluffton College
Tuesday, 4 p.m.
Softball
vs.

Ohio Wesleyan University
Saturday,

The

play made it easier to

worthwhile is that it's fun."
And then his competitive
nature peeks back above the surface. "And of course it's most
fun when it means winning."

Baseball drops doubleheader to Muskingum
BY TRAVIS ANDERSEN

Senior StaffWriter

p.m.
vs. Allegheny College
Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.
1

.
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Ladies tennis takes GLCA crown; Lords place fourth
Women take 15th
title since 1986
BY TRAVIS

doubles, Caryn Cuthbert '00 and
Katy Tucker '03 won decisively
Nicole Harbauer '00 and
Elly Sherman '02 also had little

trouble dispatching their

ANDERSEN

oppoby an

nents at second doubles
identical 3 score.
At third doubles, Brooke
Roeper '02 and Lisa Beauchamp
'02 were able to win
Only
two Kenyon singles players were
needed to clinch the victory and
both Roeper and Sherman won
easily at second and third singles
8--

The Kenyon Ladies tennis
team returned from DePauw Uni-

versity in Greencastle, Indiana,
as victors in the Great Lakes
College Association Women's
Tennis Championship, marking
the Ladies' 15th GLCA tournament championship since 1986.
The Ladies earned decisive wins
over both Depauw University and
Hope College, defeating DePauw
0
and Hope
On the strength of their number one seed in the tournament,
the Ladies received a bye in the
first round, but arrived at the
Carmel Racquet Club Friday to
play Depauw. Due to a limited
number of courts, the matches
were played to decision, which
stops play when one team has
clinched the victory.
As has become a pattern, the
Ladies came out strong in
doubles and swept. At first

8-- 4.

respectively.

Both players

dropped only a single game.

The next day the Ladies
faced off against Hope College
at the Wabash College Indoor
Courts. The Ladies again drew
first blood, as they swept the
doubles matches. Roeper and
Beauchamp played particularly
well and blanked their opponents
First and second doubles
had a tougher time, but both won
by scores of 5 and 4 respec-

6-- 1.

8-- 0.

8--

8--

tively.
The Ladies had tougher
singles matches, including two
and a pair of
See TENNIS, page 14
three-sette-

rs

Week

-f-- Holy

(April

SUHR

Sports Editor

8-- 3.

Staff Writer

5--

BY JEREMY

After opening the Great Lakes
Colleges Association Tournament
with a 0 pounding of Wabash
College, the Kenyon Lords tennis
team dropped their next two contests to nationally ranked squads
from Kalamazoo College and
Denison University by identical 0
scores to place fourth in the eight
team tournament.
The Lords entered the tournament as the fourth seed, while
Kalamazoo, the eventual champions, were seeded first and Denison
second. The fourth place showing
marked the Lords' eighth finish in
the top four in the GLCA tournament since 1990.
Said Coach Scott Thielke, "I
feel that we competed fairly well."
John Dix '00 agreed, saying "the
competition at the GLCA's was
extremely tough. Although we
would have loved to pull off an
4--

4--

upset over nationally ranked
Kalamazoo and Denison, I am very
pleased with the direction the team
is headed."
The Lords began the tournament Friday with an impressive
domination of Wabash. At first
singles, Tim Bearman '00 dominated his opponent
while
Jarin Jaffee '01 notched a victory
at second singles by the same score.
Josh Katzman '01 earned a victory
6-- 0,

16-2- 3)

at Harcourt Parish Episcopal Church

Palm Sunday

6-- 1,

'The top seven teams in the region will qualify for
Nationals. Kenyon's men's tennis team has not
made Nationals since 1997, and we hope to do so
this year.'
Head coach Scott Thielke
at third singles, winning
The Lords also performed well
in doubles, as Katzman and Dix
grabbed an 2 victory at second
6-- 2,

6-- 3.

8--

doubles and Scott Schoenberger
'03 and Jaffee pulled out an 3
victory at third doubles. The lone
blight on the Lords' scoresheet was
a 4 loss at first doubles, as
Bearman and Keenan Hughes '03
failed to complete a Kenyon sweep.
The story was reversed in the
Lords' next match, as they faced
8--

8--

off against perennial power
Kalamazoo College, ranked first
in the
Midwest Region.
Kalamazoo swept the singles
matches and won the first two
doubles matches as well. How-

ever,

the

Lords'

duo

of

Schoenberger and Jaffee at third
doubles fought out a gritty 6
victory to give the team some consolation despite its 0 defeat.
8--

4--

The Lords then played
Denison Saturday in the Consolation finals, encountering another
nationally ranked foe, with a similar result. Denison, ranked fifth in
the Midwest Region, swept all six

matches against Kenyon, although
Jaffee at third singles provided
something of a scare, winning the
first set 2 but dropped the next
two two sets
Again, the
6--

3-- 6,

third

3-- 6.

doubles

tandem

of

Schoenberger and Jaffee competed
well, albeit losing a tight 8 contest.
After the match the Lords remained confident. "The match
against Denison proved that they
are vulnerable this year," said Dix.
"One of our primary goals this
year is to beat Denison to win the
NCAC conference. We have
worked ourselves into good position to qualify for Nationals," he
said.
After the GLCA tournament,
the Lords are now ranked seventh
in the Midwest Region. Said
Coach Thielke, "We are in good
shape right now. The top seven
teams in the region will qualify for
Nationals. Our goal is always to
qualify for Nationals. Kenyon's
men's tennis team has not made
Nationals since 1997, and we hope
to do so this year."
6--

Lords rugby falls short in season opener
BY

CHRIS VAN NOSTRAND
Staff Writer

Holy Eucharist with procession 10:30 a.m.

The Kenyon Men's rugby
team opened their spring season
in remarkably dismal conditions
this past weekend with an appearance at the seventh annual
Ohio Rugby Classic, but lost both
contests against tough opposition.

Monday
Holy Eucharist 12 noon

Tuesday

-

Reconciliation (Confession) 3:00 4:00 p.m.
Evening Prayer with Holy Eucharist 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Reconciliation (Confession) 3:00-4:- 00
Holy Eucharist 5:00 p.m.

p.m.

Maundy Thursday
Maundy Thursday Service
with Footwashing and Drama 7:30 p.m.
Watch in Tower Entry 9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Good Fridayf
Stations of the Cross 7:30 a.m.
Good Friday Service 12 noon

Holy Saturday
Holy Saturday Service 10:30 a.m.

Easter
Drama

and Baptism 5:30 a.m.
Brunch 7:30 a.m. Undercroft
Holy Eucharist 10:30 a.m.

Easter Vigil with

Despite the April date,
freezing temperatures, snow and
rain greeted the Lords upon their
arrival in Columbus. The Lords
played Ohio Wesleyan University in the first match and played
In
well before succumbing 19-the second game, Xavier Univeron
sity defeated Kenyon 19-1- 3
the strength of their kicking. In
both games, Kenyon displayed a
good deal of toughness, but was
unable to neutralize the superior
size of both teams.
Against OWU, Kenyon began the game sluggishly and
never fully recovered. Penalties
and technical mistakes hindered
Kenyon's chances. OWU struck
push
first, scoring on a goal-lin- e
in which the Lords made an admirable stand but were unable to
5.

cope with the effects of their
oppnents' size, as the Bishops
pushed the ball over the line.
Their inability to convert on
however, allowed
Kenyon to remain competitive.
extra-

-kicks,

In the second half, Kenyon

gained some intensity, but too
many penalties allowed OWU
additional opportunities. The

Courtesy of Ludovic Ghesquiere

Two players from Xaxier combine to drag Jevon Thoresen '01 to the ground

Bishops increased their lead to
12-- 0
with less than ten minutes
to play before Kenyon struck on
sophomore John Hepp's impressive try in which he utilized his
speed to score down the sidelines.

Kenyon attempted once
more to tie the game, but OWU
prevailed and finished the game
with another try. Kenyon played
well and may well have been the
better team, but penalties and
technical errors contributed to
the loss.
Facing off against
Xavier, the Lords improved their
play, but again a win proved elusive. In the first half, 25 mph
winds allowed Kenyon to utilize
their kicking game. Unrelenting
pressure yielded first a kick for
points by Clay Gahan '00, followed by Jevon Thoreson's '01

try. At the half the Lords enjoyed
0
lead.
Fortunes changed in the sec- ond half, however, with nature
working to Xavier's advantage
this time, allowing them to kick
repeatedly with the wind at their
backs. They were able to score
by kicking deep, and then continually pounding the ball inside
with their larger players.
Leading only by three,
Kenyon showed its character by
driving the ball downfield and
into the wind for another try.
With the score 13-- 5 in favor of
the Lords, Xavier stuck to their
strategy of kicking the ball and
stand,
after a prolonged goal-lin- e
were able to tie the game on a
8--

Xavier
questionable
scoring
by
match
the
finished
non-cal- l.

once more, leaving the game out
of reach for Kenyon.
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Lords lacrosse steamrolls Wittenberg

now

13-- 3,

Kenyon No. 13 in
nation, guaranteed
share of North Coast
Conference title

9-- 0

Home Game
Saturday
vs. Wheeling Jesuit
4:30 p.m.

BY JESSICA GOLDMAN

ter.

Senior StaffWriter
With a

victory over the
Tigers of Wittenberg University,
the 13th nationally ranked Lords of
lacrosse extended their undefeated
record to
The triumph marked
a special victory for the Lords because it insured them a share of the
North Coast Atlantic Conference
title, the first ever in Kenyon lacrosse history.
The Lords struggled at the
onset of the game due to a slower
start than usual. In previous games,
the Lords set the pace from the first
face-of- f,
but in this contest the Tigers matched the Lords' energy
and proved a veritable challenge
throughout the first half.
Throughout the first half, play
was marked by an intense and
heightened amount of physical contact as the two teams scrambled to
gain control of the ball. The teams
traded fierce checks and the aggressive defensive play from both
teams stymied any attempt to build
offensive rhythm.
The Lords' defense remained
composed and repeatedly aborted
offensive attacks by Wittenberg.
Kenyon's defense, lead by Blair

5

13-- 3

J

v

Another indispensable player to
the Lords' offense was Captain Evan
Bliss '00, who was credited with
four goals. On the strength of the
four-goafternoon, Bliss broke the
school record for most goals scored
in a season. With five games yet to
play, Bliss has 45 goals to his credit
thus far while the former record was
42.
Greg Tate '02 also contributed
to the offensive effort. His swift maneuvers and weaving runs caught
the Tigers off guard and allowed him
to score twice.

"
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9-- 0.
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In the goal for the Lords, Greg
Clancy '01 demonstrated his typical sense of confidence and composure en route to stopping fifteen
Wittenberg shots. And were it not
for a late Tiger goal, Clancy would
have recorded a shutout in the second half.
The 13th ranked Lords play at
home Saturday against Wheeling-JesuUniversity and travel to
Denison Tuesday night to play at
7:30 under the lights. The game
against Denison promises to be entertaining as they are closely
matched to the Lords in terms of
skill and depth.

Elena Rue

Derick Stowe '01 charges through the Wittenberg defense in action from Wednesdays
'02 (background) looks to get open.

Modic '02 and Doug Couter '01 , once
again proved nearly impenetrable and
acted as the backbone of the team
during the tough and physical first
half.
At half time the Lords enjoyed a
meager two point lead In fact,
Wittenberg had even tied the contest
2
at one point before goals from
2--

Justin Martinich '02 and Kurt Cross
'00 closed out the scoring for the
half and put the Lords on top
But upon returning after the
break, the Lords burst onto the
atfield and launched a five-go4-- 2.

al

tack on the Tigers within the
opening eight minutes of the half.
Derek Stowe '01 facilitated this

13-- 3

Lords' victory, as Greg Tate

effort by winning four successive
face-off-

s.

it

addition, Cross put forth an
impressive effort offensively, scoring five goals and tallying three
assists. Cross' quick decisions, remarkable field sense, speed and
power make him one of the most
valuable players on the Lords' ros
In

Track teams battle inclement weather at Wooster Open Meet
--

Evener second in
5000, Bange goes
distance in javelin

Kapo and Scott dynamic in steeplechase, high jump wins
PASSMORE
StaffWriter

BY ROB

Although the Wooster

BECKY CORNELY

Open meet was unscored, it was
clear the Kenyon Ladies track
team ended the day as victors
over the one thing that mattered: the weather. Over the
course of the long Saturday meet
the temperature dropped, turning rain into snow while a gusty
wind pounded the Ladies. Despite these less than optimal
conditions, many season best
performances were produced,
led by event wins from sopho-

StaffWriter

The Kenyon Lords track
team met severe weather conditions Saturday at the College of Wooster Open Meet,
but the Lords withstood the
storm and competed well. As
the rain, sleet, snow and
strong winds blew across John
P.

.

Papp Stadium, several

teams chose to leave the meet,
and the poor weather also
caused the cancellation of the
shot put. Despite the adverse
weather conditions, the Lords
nevertheless took to the track,
sporting brand new uniforms,
and stayed together as a team
until the end to support each
other.
In the field events, Adam
Bange '01 continued his success in the javelin, winning by
six feet with a throw of 162'.
As teammate Michael Davis
'00 commented, "Adam has
really stepped it up this year
in the javelin competition. It's
exciting to watch him at these
meets."
In other field events, Bob
Mazer '02 took sixth in the

mores Ansley
Katherine Kapo.

i
A"

Mike Abelson

Rob Passmore '02 runs in the snow

height of 10'6".
triple jump, Ken McNish
'01 took fifth with his leap of

pole

vault-a-

t

a

In the

39'l2".
On
Ben
the track,
Hildebrand '03 finished fifth in
See LORDS TRACK, page 13

Scott and

Scott used the foul weather
to her advantage in the high
jump. "Saturday was a funny
meet, but the temperature and
weather helped me out in the
high jump. I like jumping in the
rain, but the snow was a new
thing for me." Easily soaring to
victory by two inches in the
event, Scott's 4'll"jump made
her look like a natural in the
snow.
Things got off to an excellent start on the track as well. In
the first track event of the day,
Kapo dominated the field and
easily won the 3000M steeplechase by over 24 seconds.

"Katherine ran a super race,"
raved teammate Scott. "She
didn't even seem fazed by the
frigid water that she jumped
into." Kapo's time with the polar

Lynn and Neitz teamed up
with Sarah Hall '00 and Kapo
in the 4X400M relay, the final
event of the day. The race was
close, with the Ladies constantly
battling for the lead. All three
runners, in at least their second
event of the day, showed guts,
digging deep against a strong
headwind to place second with
a time of 4:23.8.
Battling to stay warm in the
weather conditions, the sprinting events continued their improvement. Melanie Blakeslee
'00 ran a 29.84 in the 200M,
and 14.34 in the 100M. Coach
Gomez was impressed with the
effort: "Melanie Blakeslee had
a good day with a season PR in
o
qualithe 200 and an
fying time in the 100."

bear club at Kenyon clearly paid
off as she ran a 12:23, a personal
record, in the event.
Head Coach Duane Gomez
was excited about Kapo's peris
formance. "Katherine
continuing to improve and excel
in the steeple. She had another
PR (by seven seconds) in winning her first ever collegiate race
and made it look easy. She is
currently ranked No. 2 in NCAC

steeple."
Hard training with men's
steeplechaser Ben Hildebrand
'03 has helped Kapo improve her
form. "I'm clearing the water
jump more efficiently which has
helped me shave off some time.

All-Ohi-

Blakeslee then joined
forces with Hall, Neitz, and
Sara Vyrostek '02 for the

Saturday was a good race, but
the goals rise with each meet.
I'm excited to see what I'm capable of."

The 400M event proved
competitive as always, with two
Ladies finishing in the top eight.
Gclsey Lynn '00 placed third
with a time of 1 :03.0, with Erica
Ncitz '01 right on her heels in
fourth with a time of 1 :04.9, times
which set season personal records
for both Ladies.

--

4X100M relay. The team took
sixth place in a time of 55.2.
Sara Vyrostek continued to
drop time in the 400M hurdles,
or as teammate Kapo puts it,
"the 'Big V blazed through her
400M with a vengeance that

would frighten

a

pack of

wolves." She ran a 1:12.9 in the
event to pull away with a fourth
place finish. Coach Gomez was
See LADIES TRACK, page 13

